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Mud Track

Time fwo photos show 5.15’ present track. The track is throe
to four lanes narrower than most tracks in the nation and water
drains very poorly, according to head track coach Bud Winter.

’Messiah’ Featured Tonight
More than 400 students have
been in rehearsal for nearly a
month to present Handel’s "Messiah" tonight at 8 in Civic Auditorium.
Tickets for the Music Department production are available in
Music Box Office in the Music
Building foyer from 1 to 5 p.m.
today and at Civic Auditotium
Box Office after 6:30 p.m.
Admission is $1 for adults and
50 cents for children. Proceeds
will go to the music scholarship
fund.
William Erlendson, professor of
music, is "Messiah" director. Participating in the program are the

SJS Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Dr. Gibson Walters, chairman of the Music Department, and the Men’s and
Women’s Glee Clubs under the
direction of Brent Heisinger, a.ssoelate professor of mu.sic.
Also participating are the SJS
A Capella Choir, founded and directed by Erlendson and the General Chorus, trained by Dr. Russell
Hanison, associate pmfessor of
music and education.
"Messiah" soloists are Frederick
C. Loadwick, associate professor
of music, tenor; Dr. Edwin Dunning, associate professor of music,
bass -baritone; music student Jen-

niter Chase, contralto; and Mrs.
Sharon Gilbert, soprano. Kristin
Erlendson will accompany on the
harpsichord.
Director Erlendson majored in
piano and received his Bachelors
of Music at St Olaf College in
Minnesota.
He received his M.A. at the
University of Michigan and took
additional study for two years at
Harvard where he was a member
of Harvard Glee Club.
Erlendson will direct the Foundling Hospital version of "The
Messiah." This was the version
that Handel himself presented annually to benefit the hospital.

ASH Pres. John Ilendricks
said yesterday that "It is bath
increasingly necessary and appropriate for SJS and any public institution to receive and
welcome gifts from private and
public donors."
He said he firmly believes
that reorganization is imperative for the future growth of the
California State Colleges and
SJS.
A strong indication of this,
according to President Hendricks, is "the seeming inability
of some members of the administrative levels of this college
and the California State Colleges to taice imaginative action
or show independent initiative."
President Hendricks, disturbed
over the fact that the Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company 13M) withdrew its offer
of helping SJS financially to
construct a tar-tan, all-weather
track, said the situation "is indicative of many of the most serious obstacles in the way of
SJS’ future achievement.
" "SJS has previously shown a
growing ability to arrange for,
and accept, private grants and
gifts. 3M Company made their
offer in February, 1965, and at
the end of July, 1965, when no
definite reply had yet cotne, they
withdrew the offer.
"Though many of the complications were a result of the
manner in which the gift was offered, the situation was not iMpossible."
President Hendricks said that
the Athletic Department "is to
be commended for its effort in
arranging for the offer."

’Not Determining Factor’

Inadequacies Seen in Grading
By CHRISTINE: RICHERT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Low grades do not necessarily indicate
that students receiving them are inferior
In ability and intellect.
Thomas Edison, Albert Einstein, Louis
Pasteur, Charles Darwin, Wi nston
Churchill and Leo Tolstoy reportedly had
grade difficulties in school.
On the other hand, high grades do
not necessarily insure success in the business world. For exatnple, whenever leadership is the principle ability required,
the bookish student with higher grades
is likely to be less successful than the
student with lower grades who has more
ability to lead.
UTMOST ABILITY
Yet despite the limitations of the grading system and its inability to measure
one’ intellectual growth adequately, society tends to estimate one’s worth by the
letter grade and places utmost importance on it.
Dr. Harry Bender, SJS professor of psychology, says in The Tovver, SJS faculty
magazine, that professors complain because students are too preoccupied with
AON,

grades. But the student is pressured into
his obsession with grades, because without adequate marks he is handicapped
in many ways.
According to Dr. Bender, grades influence such vital areas aN scholarships
and other honors. Grades can influence
favorable or unfavorable recommendations to graduate schools, transfer colleges and potential employers. Grades determine whether a student stays in college.
M. Johnson Jr. in his article "Solving
the Mess in Marks," in the magazine
N. Y. State Education,I961, writes:
"Granted, it is necssary to keep marks
in reasonable perspective, but, to be
realistic, the school must recognize existing societal values. As competition for
college acceptance iro.nsifies, the significance attached to marks will increase
rather than diminish."
Such grade pressures often lead students to replace intellectual ctiriosity
with cramming, memorizing, luck, and if
all else falls, with cheating.
Dr. Patrick Ryan, SJS professor of
education and chairman of the Policy
AminomillemPingliolg

Comittee on Curriculum and Instruction
of the Academic Council, agrees that
grades are needed for the record. He
notes that society requires some overt
means of indicating one’s worth.
However, he warned that the student
who is preoccupied with grades should
become mature enough to realize a letter
grade is only a badge and is secondary.
to individual growth.
INTELLECTUAL GROWTH
Says Dr. Ryan: "Since any system.
which imposes ratings or evaluations,
however objective, has a built-in invitation to invidiousnes about it, this militate,
against what students should hold upper
most in their etcpectations from a course.
namely their intellectual growth."
Edwin A. Fensch, in his article on
grades in Clearing House, 1962, an educational publication, advises, "We should
always realize that the most important
products of our teaching are to be found
in wholesome life philmophies, character
development, social usefulness, and health
and happiness. These I feel certain we
shall never measure in advance with our
4rades."

Dr. Clark Expresses Regret
At Track Offer Withdrawal
By JEFF’ STOCKTON
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Copyright, 1965, Spartan Daily

The Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. (3M Co.) offered SJS and the State
of California between $60-70,000 last February for construction of an all-weather track
but when negotiations bogged down in legalities, the firm withdrew its offer.
This information has been uncovered by the Spartan Daily after a week’s inv estigation.
By the end of July, after five months of deliberation, the Chancellor’s office and
3M were unable to arrive at an agreement.
In a statement released yesterday, SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark declared, "We regret
die loss of the track, which was a valued gift, but the offer of the track came in a form
entirely different from any other gift we had received.
"Because of this type of offer, we faced some legal complications involving the protection of the integrity of the college and other competing firms bidding for the track.
"Attempts to find a legal means by which we could accept the gift involved many
delays. Unfortunately, the company withdrew its offer," lie said.
ASB Pres. John Hendricks declared yesterday that "because
of a combination of bureaucratic red-tape and unnecessary financial restrictions, we have lost a valttable addition to SJS.
"It is unfortunate that the loss of this offer can be directly
attributed to elements of this college and the California State
Colleges," he said.
Opinion apparently is divided whether negotiations definitely
have been closed.
Walt McPherson, chairman of the Physical Education Department, said SJS still hopes that 3M w": re-open discussion with
"Pakistan" by Ian Stephan will
the state and that the two parties will arrive at some agreement.

Prof. Sicular
To Discuss
’Pakistan’

HOPING FOR GIFT
Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive dean, declared that, "We were
hoping for some kind of gift front 3M, but it was unable to get
together with the state.
"There is a certain legal framework the state must abide by
and certain channels it must go through before accepting a gift.
It always takes time to work out legal details," he said.
McPherson explained that the offer was "a monetary augmentation, probably somewhere in the S60-70,000 range," to
help the state with the construction of a tar-tan, all-weather track.
’A DIRECT KICKBACK’
Rick Buxton, executive director of the SJS Alumni Association, stated, "The donation as proposed was illegala direct kickbackand 3M did not follow the proper bidding procedure.
"3M’s bid was illegal specifically because the donation as
proposed would have constituted a kickback."
He said that "3M offered to make up the difference between
what other firms bid and what 3M bid and this is a kickback."
Norman Epstein, chief counsel, California State Colleges, told
the Spartan Daily last week that he was unable to reveal his
legal advice on the negotiations.
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS
He did say, however, "The state has a number of problems
when accepting a gift."
Stipulations Ile cited were that the proposed contract must
comply with the state college contract law. the amount of money
offered must be carefully considered, and the state must be cognizant of any action taken by the Public Works Board on the
same gift offered.
"After the withdrawal of the gift, the state came up with
some counter-proposals, but it was apparently too late," McPherson said.
"The Chancellor’s office didn’t fall all over themselves to
accept it," Buxton said, "and the result was two to three months
of dilly-dallying and finally 3M said ’get lost.’

be reviewed tomorrow at the Book
Talk at 12:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A.
and B.
George Sicular, professor of civil
engineering, will be the featured
faculty reviewer.
Sicular, registered professional
engineer, was educated at Cooper
Union Institute of Technology
where he earned a B.A. and Columbia University where he received an M.S.
A member of the National Society of Professional Engineers and
the American Society of Civil Engineers, Sicular has previously
taught at the City College of New
York, New York University and
Pratt Institute.
He also taught at the University
of Roorkee in Roorkee, India as a
guest professor in 1963-64.
Frequently a consultant as a
civil engineer, he has worked previously with the Santa Clara
County Flood Control and the San
Benito County Flood Control and
Water Conservation District.

No Daily Friday
Spartan Daily will publish its
final issue of the year Thursday.
Publication will resume Wednesday, Jan. 5. 1966.

Pres. Clark Lights
Christmas Tree
CHANCELLOR’S OFFICE
"Then thr Chancellor’s office really got excited and tried to Tomorrow at 4:30

get the matter re-opened and got it before the 3M board anti the
board declined."
The state has appropriated funds to SJS to finance a new
track. McPherson said the tar-tan material produced by 3M costs
approximately twice the amount appropriated.
The proposed tar-tan track consists of 53,000 square feet.
One reason 3111 %.itluirew its offer is because it may ha%e
been able to sell tar-tan tracks to other schools, according to
McPherson.
"Since the offer in February, 3M may have sold tltree or four
ntuch as it did
tracks in the East and does not need SJS
earlier," McPherson added.
He noted that Macalester College, Minn., is the only institution presently owning a tar-tan track. Marvland and other colleges
are planning construction of tracks with the all-weather substance, he said.
THREF: REASONS
Why would 3M. make such an offer to the state and SJS?
According to McPherson, there are three reasons.
First, SJS tested the tar-tan and found it faster and superior
to other tracks.
(Continued an Pyre 11)

Pres. Robert D. Clark will deliver a brief message at tomorrow’s
fourth annual Christmas tree
lighting ceremony at 4:30 p.m. on
the Seventh Street side of the
Engineering Building.
This year’s tree is donated by
Byron Bollinger, assistant superintendent of buildings and grounds,
and is a Douglas Fir standing
25 feet high.
The winning entries in the
Christmas Door Decoration Contest also will be announced.
AWS Hostesses will serve refreshments.

Today’s Weather
Santa tiara Valley : Fair but
!WIMP cloudiness early today,
possibly with showers. Little
temperature change. High: AS-58.
Low hist night: 311-45. Northwest winds 10-20 111Ph
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Editor

SCOTT MOORE

By PAT HEFFERNAN
’Twas the week before Christtuas
And at the Awful I hear,
N% as poor Jerry Spolter
Crying in his beer.

Advertising Mgr., BOB SCHERNER

Editorial Comment

For Big John and Clark
Were on their way
To a meeting imporant
Of the CSCSPA.

No Admission Fee
A nationally known singing group,
the We Five, recently appeared at SJS.
It was brought to the campus by the
ASB at a cost of $2,500.
The Washington Square Concerts
are presented a number of thin, during
the school year to give SJS ,tudents
an opportunity to see and enjoy top
entertainment at a reasonable cost.
For this effort, we commend the
students responsible for organizing and
presenting the Washington Square
Concerts.
Howeer. we wonder why students
who wish to attend the concerts are
asked to pay an admission of $1.50.
A number of other colleges in the
area have shown that colleges with as
little as one-tenth the student body
of SJS are able to present such personalities as Duke Ellington, the Limelighters. Theodore Bikel, and others
without a student admission charge.
It is agreed that the Washington

Square Concerts are presented on a
non-profit basis sustained by student
body money. Why. then, must SJS
charge admission while other colleges
do not’?
There are two possible explanations. 1) The Spartans have failed to
procure professional entertainment for
considerably less than the $2,500 paid
to the We Five. 2) ASB officials are
not willing to butlget enough money
to cover the total concert costs without
relying on student admissions to make
up the deficit.
The agreed purpose of the concerts
is to expose as many students as possible to the widest range of entertainment. An admission charge, then, will
limit the amount of student participation.
With this observation i n mind,
Washington Square concert committee
should investigate the possibility of
presenting admission-free concerts to
the SJS student body.

Guest Editorial

Opinion vs. Policy-Making
James Reston recently warned against
the dangers inherent in allowing the public to formulate, or even strongly influence,
foreigrt polic. He pointed to many past
policies, supported by the public, which
have been ultimately harmful to the best
interests of the nation, and concludes that
militant popular opinon on Viet Nam
". . . could easily lead U8 deeper in the
bog."
Reston had a point. Unfortunately,
however. he failed to point out that popular opinion is primarily determined by
administration pronouncements, so that
when LBJ finds the hawks with more support than the doves, he has only himself
to blame.
OPINION NEEDED
Reston also failed to point out that
popular opinion must necessarily be inadequate because the administration can
withhold any information it desires in
the interest of national security. Lately,
that has included quite a lot.
The ’White Paper on Viet Nam issued
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last year fell into this category not because of its dubious interpretation of the
facts. The intent of the paper was to justify
our involvement in that country it did
so with a shameless disregard for honesty.
MOR E INFORMATION
The point is, that given the present
news management, Reston was absolutely
right. The people cannot make decisions
if they are not allowed the information
upon which to base them. Reston’s arguments could easily be applied to the domestic U8 well as the foreign sphere, and
in fact have been in many countries which
are not "ready for democracy."
Since they elected him President,
Lyndon Johnson must have some confidence in the ability of the American public to make wise decisions. Why, then,
does he not allow them the information
to make informed judgments on Viet
Nam?

Colorado Daily
November 24, I965
Jim Gates

G uest

Vice-president Spolter
Was the natural choice,
So why take that Clark?
He has no voice.
Explain it, John.
Or wonder we may,
If Treasurer Clark
Is your protege.
SPUR’s stockings were hung
In the Houses with care,
In hopes that the Greeks
Would soon be there

’We regret to inform you that your budget of under $100 million . .

While John and SPUR
Lie in their beds,
Here are the visions
That dance in their heads.

Guest Room

’Advantageous Opening’
By DR. LEO P. KIBBY

Acting Dean of Educational Services
and Summer Sessions
In the Dec. I issue of Spartan Daily
appeared an editorial entitled, "Open for
Business." In brief, the editorial guns
were aimed at the SJS Academic Council
and the Financial Advisory Board for
their unwillingness to permit newsmen to
attend their meetings.
As applied to the Academic Council,
and perhaps also to the FAB, the argument, in my judgment, is well stated and
should be studied carefully by every Council tnember. In fact, the significance of
the question raised in the etlitorial is of
such import that it may well be inviting
also to non-Council members.
It may be argued that the Council’s
work is principally advisory in nature and
is therefore entitled to lime its deliberations secret. But is this adequate argument to deny the role of the press in its
traditional responsibilities "to report the
news"?
PUBLICITY GUARD
Too freqttently the attra of secrecy
is regarded by observers as 11 means by
which an organization guards itself and
its efforts against unfmorable publicity.
When employed in such a manner, the
protective technique provides the hest evidence of an organization’s internal weakness.
If an idea has merit, there should be
no fear in having that idea expressed
openly and before the press. And should
the occasion warrant such action, it would
seem that the person responsible for the
idea would consider it a privilege as well
as an opportunity to defend his views.

With votes a-plenty
And donations, too,
So at the next election
Independents are through,

On the other hand, to veil an idea
behind a cloak of secrecy, is a sure way
to invite suspicion, criticism and misrepresentation. In other words, scuttlebutt
can be vicious, unkind and untrue and its
effects disastrous. Any organization, including Academic Council, which resorts
to the use of secrecy where public inbrests are debated should be alert to the
risks involved.
In order to achieve excellence in performance it is highly important that the
Council create for itself a favorable image.
As I see it, one way this may be done is
to encourage frank discussion in an atmosphere of "open" meetingii. MoreoVer, it
is difficult to imagine what the Council
would have to lose by resorting to this
suggestion.
NEGATIVE ROLE
Alust the Council continue to assume
a negative role which implies the reporter
is irresponsible, or that the press is a
force to be feared, one whose purpose is
to deface and destroy? Or should the
Council assume a positive position by
placing confidence in the reporter in the
expectation that the press will be responsible, fair and honest?
It is not difficult to imagine what the
Council will have to lose by continuing its
practice of barring the press front its
meetings. As I see it, the Council will be
contributing to its own disfigurement by
encouraging an antagonistic press. In the
second place, the Academic Council will
not he utilizing most advantageously the
service of one of the media that can be
most helpful in creating the proper intage
the college needs to have represented before the community.

Titles and posts
And patronage thick,
And Ira Meltzer’s
Head on a stick.
At the end of the table
I heard a great rustle,
It was Vice-chairman Spolter
In such a bustle,
Patty Givens resigned
With a short p.s.,
And sharp-eyed Jerry
Thought it best
That Council didn’t know
What she had to say
Of Big John’s policies
On appointing day.
Here’s what it said
(I remember it oddly)
Please name a rep
For the WHOLE student body.
Not just the Greeks,
There’s others, you know.
Eleventh Street, John,
Shouldn’t run the show
Washington Square
Then f
There arose such a clatter,
I rushed from my desk
To see what was the matter.
It was Big John and SPUR
In a fiery red sleigh,
Off on vacation
To campaign and play.
"On,
"On,
"We
This

Newton, On Lowery,"
Nordernan, too."
got to carry
election through."

John called from the sleigh,
Ah it flew out of sight,
"Merry Christmas to Greeks,
"To independents,
"Good night!"

Room

’Greeks Beat Independents in Supply of Candidates’
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second article in a
written
three-part analysis of student g eeeee
by Gary Kleemann. Although he has been very
active in SPUR campaigns, Kleemenn emphasizes
that he is socially independent and has never
pledged a fraternity. Today’s survey considers
the reasons for and results of Greek domination
in ASB politics.
By GARY KLEEMANN
What is Greek domination? Does it exist
in AS13 government at San Jose and, if so,
why? Is it a good thing or a bad thing? Greek
domination means (I surmise) that there L9
a preponderance of Greeks in relation to Independents holding important posts in student
government. and that the independent stands
little or no chance of gaining a position of
Firmer or influence in student government.
Does this definition apply to San Jose State?
Well, let us look at the facts.
INDEPENDENTS VOTE
We must remember that there are two ways
to gain a position in student government.
One is to he elected and the other is to be
appointed. First let us kx)k at the elective
process. It is true that (according to that ever
reliable source, The New Student) Student
Council is composed of 72 per cent Greeks
and 2R per cent independents.
It might be noted that these people were
elected by the 5,161 persons who voted, Since

there are less than 2,000 Greeks at San Jose,
it means that more than 3,000 iridependents
voted. Were the voters offered a choice?
I think so, since only 36 per cent of those
running were Greeks while 64 per cent were
independents! This becomes especially Mewlingful when we remember that well over
one-half (closer to three-fifths) of those voting were independents.
What about the persorts who resigned? As
it tums out, three Greeks and one independent have resigned thus far (not including Patty Givens whose replacement has not yet been
appointed.) These people have been replaced
by, yes, three Greeks and one independent.
I do not believe President Hendricks had
this fact in mind when he made the appointments but regardless, the fact remains that
the composition of Council, regarding Greek
versus in dependent makeup, is exactly the
same as when the voters manifested their
desires.
CHARGE UNTRUE
Well then, what about the change that the
independent stands little, if any. chance of
holding any important post or of gaining any
position of power or influence? This can be
proved blatantly untrue
am a member of the Personnel Selection
Board, and I can state without a doubt that

the number of Greeks applying for an appointive position far exceeds the number of
independents applyingprobably by a margin
of five (5) Greeks to every one (1) independent.
If you carry the process one step further
and look at the ratio of Greeks versus independents appointed (as compared to the ratio
of those applying) you can easily see who gets
the breaks -- it is the independents! The
Greeks sh(nv more interest. Why don’t the rest
of you, the other 90 per cent of the student
body, show a little more interest?
BAD OR SAD
Another question: Ls "Greek domination"
necessarily bad? In my mind it is sad and
unfortunate, but experience ha.s shown that
it is not necessarily bad. What has student
government done directly or indirectly to aid
the Greek system while slighting any other
campus group? Has student government ever
passed anything which was detrimental to the
independents? No. Just the reverse it appears
is trite.
Many things have been passed to aid the
Independents--things from which the Greeks
derive little or no benefitfor example, Collet. and many of the school (lances The
Greek liae 1111‘il’ SIK.1:11 life thal is primarily
what they are there lorand, by and large,

they do not patronize these ASB-sponsored
events.
Maybe, just maybe, the Greeks who were
selected to office were elected because they
were the most qualified and maybe, again
maybe. the one who have been appointed were
appointed for expressly the same reason.
Where are you, qualified independents?

SJS in Retrospect
15 YEARS AGO
The headline story in the Dec. 13th is.sue
of Spartan Daily told of the Selective Service’s plan to induct. 80,000 men a month for
both January and February of 1951. This
represented an increase of 70,000 men over
the previous quota for those two months. It
was estimated that this would mean 1800 more
Californians would be called up in January.
to YEAR% An
San JOSC State personnel deans handed
down a pmclamation stating thet all school
night social affairs must ternunate before
8 p.m. beginning in February, 1956. The dean.s
explained that they do not feel students have
enough time to study and that this pmpottal
"will bring about a ’vim!’ balance between
sociai events and studies."

Union Group Plans
Annual Convention
r
Pitit tie served
on President Johnson’s task force
for the "war on poverty." He
played a major role in planning
poverty projects and later served
as deputy director of the Office
of Economic Opportunity.
He returned to the IUD on October, 1965, The IUD has been an
important source of funds for the
American Federation of Teachers
tAFT) in its drive to unionize
teachers across the nation.
PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Victor Riese], a syndicated labor
columnist, has cited Shanker and
Conway as two of the most important men in labor who can be
expected to determine natiortal labor policy in a few years.
According to Dr. John Gulm,
assistant professor of English and
chairman of the convention,
WORKED WITH UAW
Conway began union work with ’These men have imagination and
the United Auto Workers under ambition. They recognize that unionizing teachers is only the first
step in reforming education and
rebuilding urban society.’’
Four panel discussions on Compensatory Education, Negro Poverty, Science Education and Educational Financing will raise some
of the problems teachers must
RESTAURANTS AND MOTELS
inevitably face.
THAT ARE DIFFERENT
Dr. Galm said that all interested
*MERCED
faculty were invited to attend the
speeches and panels. "This is an
[PINE CONE1
exploratory conference. We hope
that it wil encourage creative cooperation between teachers anti
professors in the planning of curHIGHWAY 99/GUSTINE OFF RAMP
riculum and the development of
ALSO BUSINESS 99
more effective schools." Dr. Galm
SAN JOSE
added.
VALLEY FAIR

AAUP To Meet Today
A recommendation to the Academic Council regarding a policy
statement on "outside’. employment will be discussed today by
the SJS chapter of the American
Association of University Professors AAUP) in Cafeteria room A
at 12:30.
’There will also be a discussion
of the Chapter’s position on salary increases for 1966-67. The discussion will be whether to favor
the Trustee’s recommendation for

Al Sliankei,
esiii,iit,
!lite,’
Federation of ’Teachers, Nevv York
City, vigil be the keynote speaker
at the California Federation of
Teachers’ annual convention Dec.
27, 28 and 29 at the Sainte Claire
Hotel.
Shenker, who this fall successfully negotiated a comprehensive
contract for New York City teachers after a threatened walkout,
will speak on "Education and Urban Crisis."
More than 250 teachers’ union
delegates vAll be welcomed by SJS
President Robert D. Clark on
Monday morning, Dec. 27.
Jack Conway, executive director
of the Industrial Union Department (IUD) of AFL-CIO, will be
the main speaker at a banquet
Monday evening.

owle

@SAN LEANDRO

Arab Speaker

BAY FAIR

Dr. Mohammed Mehdi, Secretary General of the Action Committee on American-Arab Relations, will be guest speaker of the
Arab-American Club tomorrow at
3:30 p.m. in rooms A and B of the
Spartan Cafeteria.
The Action Committee, founded
by Dr. Mehdi, is a private organization which he says is oPPosed
to "conununism, Nazism, and Zionism." His speech, "A New Proposal for Peace in the Middle
East," is open to the public.

BFRESNO
HIGHWAY 99

Originators of the
World’s Most Copied
Menus . . . featuring
Pine Cone Original
Fried Chicken and
Branding Iron Steaks’

Hold your cool with Hamm’s

No Sweat

T-shirts & sweat shirts
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or
an 11.2 per cent iner ea s
whether to recommend ant alternative.
AAUP will discu.ss submitting a
resolution to the Academic Council, twornmending that the vi hole
of the 1940 Statement of Whittles
on Academie Freedom and Tenure
be printed in the next revision
of the Staff Reference Book.
Student rights and responsibilities as it applies to the AAUP
statement on acadenne freedom
of students will also be discussed.
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PLEASE MR. JOHNSON
Kappa Kappa
Gamma women beg "Please Mr. Johnson; Please
don’t make them go," at Saturday night’s 14th
annual All-Greek show. The sorority won the

sweepstakes award with their patriotic act, "This
Is My Country." Miss Jan Schreyer directed
50 women in the musical.
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Sorority Takes Award
By LAVELLE JACKSON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"This Is My C’ountr.)" an act
with an air of unreserved patriotism rarely seen in the college
community, won the sweepstakes
award at Saturday night’s 14th
annual All-Greek Show providing an appropriate ending to
a program designed "let the victims of the Viet Nam war know
they are not a forgotten group."
50 SINGERS
Presented by 50 members of
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority,
the act portrayed some 25 women waiting for their boyfriends
to return from Viet Nam and
some 25 "soldiers"
singing
alternately.
Under the direction of Miss
Jan Schreyer, who wmte new
lyrics’ to several current pop
songs for the act, the girls sang
nine songs, including "We’re
Gonna Sit Right Down and Write
Our Guys a Letter," and "Show
Us the Way To Go Home."
The whole group united for
the finale singing ’This Is My
Country." In a darkened theater,
flashlights spelled out "U.S."
The esctatic Miss Schreyer
said later that the main purpose
of the act was "to show our
confidence ill our country and

to let our men in Viet Nam
know that we are supporting
them."
GOOD ORGANIZATION
The show displayed a good
deal of talent, but was most
noteworthy for the obvious rehearsal and organization that
went into the various acts. Director Gil Lowry and Frank
Maguire were responsible for
the over-all coordination.
The most obvious shortcoming
of the show was its length -all three and a half hours of it
and the often boring and poorlyplanned fillers between the acts.
Unfortunately. delays between
the acts became more and more
off-the-cuff and non-entertaining. Master of ceremonies Tom
Volz deserves credit for starting
the show with a roar literally
evening became
but the
progressively worse. The ultimate resort to pie throwing
seemed out of place.
"Facets of Conflict," Sigma
Phi Epsilon’s first place act in
the fraternity division, was a
good example of coordination and
organization.
Nineteen men, displaying a
humorous approach to the draft
but a more serious approach to
the war in Viet Nam, presented
an extremely effective act

N

GREEKS

FOLKSTYLE

In the fraternity division, Sigma Alpha Epsilon won second
place with a hilarious version of
"The Night Before Christmas."
Delta Sigma Phi placed third
with a Christy Minstrels-type
performance in "The Greeks
A Folk History."
In the sorority division, Kappa
Alpha Theta took second place
with a song and dance routine
of "So Very San Francisco."
Alpha Chi Omega also gave a
song and dance performance to
win third place with "We Had :I
Lot of Living to Do."

PONE

KVASTROIANNI
ErSI

both in the mechanical details
and in the emotional appeal.
Bruce Campbell and Clark
Heinrich directed the Sigma Phi
Epsilon production. The staging
and special effects, which made
the act one of the most dramatic
presented, were under the direction of drama major Ken
Pitcher.
Delta Gamma, winning first
place in the sorority division
with an amusing children’s act
called "I’m Five," provided an
interesting change of pace.
Under the direction of Barbara
Graham and Sally Scudder,
thirty women sang and skipped
through the rather meaningless.
but nevertheless entertaining aci

Y Journel American
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LET’S TALK ABOUT WOMEN

Take a Study Break !
this ad good for 50c on 1 hour of play F.

at Holiday Billiards
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In a gleaming Gift Wrap!

POOL

SNOOKER

BILLIARDS a:

(All New Brunswick Tables)

POOR GIRL TOPS
ARE "IN"
Get your order in

for one or more of
these all -cotton pullovers. Sweat shirts
available in either long or short sleeves.
3 designs to choose from:

1
170: StatusSymbols, P.O. Box 9304, St. Paul, Minn. 55177
Sweat shirts
Sweet shirts
Design
T -Shirts
(short sleeve)
(long sleeve)
XL
xL
XL
A
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Ladies admitted FREE on Sunday

Team theta with

WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY MALE PARTNER
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Tournament and Mixed League Play
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Theo, Hamm Brewing Co., plants in St. Paul, Minn.,
San irantisco, los Angeles, Houston.

Colors!

Sketched:
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Cotton Rib Poor Girt 87
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and
Valley Fair
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Sans-Souci

I’m Dreaming of a Right Christmas’ Cool Yule?
EDITOR’S NOTE: "San-Souci, usually »,tten
by Susie Kang, campus life editor, today features
a satirical Christmas story by guest columnist
Sande Lange,
By SANDE LANGE
Spartan DaIly Staff Writer
Awaiting the arrival of her date, Ima Shur
Winnah, bouncy, popular coed, puts the finishing touches on Christmas decorations in her
campus abode.
The Spurtin Gorge-All apartment looks seasonally cheery with a brand new plastic
nativity set, styrofoam Christmas tree and
several super "keen" prints adorning the walls
with colorful pictures of little children, all
suffering from the same pituitary disorder.
"Just imagine," gushes Ima Shur, "I got
these lovely decorations and my prints of ’The
Lost Urchin at Yuletide’ and ’The Misplaced
Moppet at Clutnukkah’ at the Crookstore."
GOT THOSE MIDTERM BLUES
Young Ima Shur wants to impress her
date, Nincom Poop, with her shining intellect

lo4,k, In a laNt
and
pre-Christmas eras h, Ima Shur struggled
through five midterms and completed a 35page term paper on the relative merits of
Brylcreme, as exemplified in David Ben Gurion
and Robert McNamara. Her thesis, "A little
dab will not due ya," was substantiated by
Scn. Everett Dirksen who said he uses three
dabs to no avail.
After a last-minute primping, Ima Shur
greets young Poop at the door.
Poop smiles and mutters inaudibly behind
a toothy grin, "Dumb Operation Match
never again!"

TWO PARTY SYSTEM
The winsome losers depart for an evening
mistletoing at campus parties at the left
bank and the "right side of the tracks."
They arrive at a holiday gathering of the
Young Fox Trotskyites, a campus dance group
whose slogan is "We get whatever’s left!"
Nest-haired men and women mill around
the dance M.,. to the j(*otitt caroling, writh-

ximrs.r.M.Imork-..M.

rMID

ing rythm of their favorite, Bob Dylan at
the Basilica, and Felonius Bunk playing Gregorian chants on the zither.
In the true tradition of Christmas, stockings were hung neatly with care before the
fire. The black lace, stripped and fish-net
specials, were draped carefully in front of
the pot-bellied hibachi.
WHERE’S CHRISTMAS TREE
"You have no Christmas tree . . . where’s
your Christmas tree? Everyone has to have
one," declared Ima Shur to a guitar-stroking,
p arty-goer.
"Chick, we entision our own here . . . the
one I see is psychodelic orimge, yeah," he
replied.
Grouping along in the rest of the house,
Ima stumbled into a darkened back room
where she discovered four studertts plotting
to overthrow Santa Claus while illicitly smoking cigars.
"Oh horrors, a communist plot! You fellows should be ashamed, especially at this
time of year," she chides and flounces her
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ENGAGEMENTS
Abby Darley, sophomore social
science major from Altadena,
has revealed her betrothal to
Gary Reece, graduate biological
science major from Pasadena.
Miss Darley is a member of
Kappa Delta. The couple plan an
August wedding.
Madly Hatch, junior sociology
major from Palo Alto, and Bob
Peternon, junior pre-medical major at Stanford University, have
announced their engagement.
Peterson is affiliatiNI with Phi

Aance

4,
i
:

THE RIGHT GREETING
A huge tapestry, beautifully embroidered
in red, white and blue read, "STOP CREEPING COMMUNISM .. and Merry Christmas."

1 BEAU TIES I Magazine Names Coed

4***Irlrir*****************
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EXITSTAGE LEFT
"Hrumnutiph, let us leave this raft of weirdies, I know a much better party where all
the right people attend," sneered the embarassed Poop.
Upon arrival the couple are greeted with
pulsations of a five-piece rock and roll band
pounding out the Battle Hymn of the Republic on a snare drum and an electric guitar
with simultaneous accompaniment of the Lennon Sisters singing Christmas carols in Yiddish.
PARTY DECORATIONS
In attendance are members of Bigger Industry Garners Our Trust (BIGOT). Happy
SJS BIGOTs filled with Christmas cheer,
among other things, hum, "There’s No Business Like Show Business" (especially at the
polls, yeah, yeah, yeah). while sipping Welch-

MONINAMNIONION

SHOWN HERE on the Sigma
Nu swing are Tom Service, fraternity member, and Joanne
Latimer, Sigma Nu pledge princess from Alpha Chi Omega sorority.

ale and nibbling on taffy Sugar Daddies and
Mcm’s apple pie.
The holiday spirit is everywhere. BIGOTS
have decorated a huge evergreen with red,
white and blue bulbs. Before a backdrop of
American flags trimmed with silver tinsel
hang full-sized photographs of Maxwell Rafferty, Richard Nixon and Checkers selling
used automobiles, Goldwater wearing a red
and green legionnaire’s hat, and Ronald Reagan wreathed in holly and birch twigs atop
a General Electric refrigerator.
The student BIGOT president cordially
greets Ima and Poop. "Ready for bed so
early?" asked innocent Ima. "Take off those
cumbersome sheets and don’t spoil the party."
"Ah, just wanted to show you our Christmas message," replied the BIGOT president.
"We have it displayed here on the vvalL"

way back to Nincom Poop, who hat) just
been identified as a phony after being caught
referring to Hippie’s Dictionary of Pretentious
Abbreviation.s and Slang.

As SJS Representative

Kappa Sigma and is from Port
Miss Jan Johnson, sophomore
art major and women’s editor
of Sparta Life magazine, has
been named campus marketing
representative for SJS by Mademoiselle, national fashion publication for women.
Her first duty as campus representative will be to serve as
official hostess and coordinator
for a Mademoiselle party to be
held today, 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the
Gamma Phi Beta house, 189 S.
llth St.

SJS coeds from all grade
levels are invited to attend this
afternoon’s affair, according to
Miss Johnson. A fashion show
will be presented and free samples of beauty products will be
given to each coed.

Brighten Up
Your
Holiday
Shoe Apparel at ...
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR

294-9929

48 E. Santa Clara
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Special Group Classes
for
College Students
8 lessonS 51 0.00
Every Saturday
noon -2 p.m.
For further ;nforrna,ion, call
John McNally, 297-3734
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cheer ties up a bundle of best wishes from all of us here at
McDonald’s to oil of you. We’re appreciative of the good fortune
to live and to work in a community such as this where so very,
very many of you hove honored us with your friendship and patronage. May your holidays be merry and may your fondest
hopes be fully realized in the coming New Year!
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Two AFROTC Cadets
Receive Student Awards
’Iswo Air Force RUB: cadets
received the Distinguished Military
Student ;mard and eight cadets
were awarded solo flight wings
in ceremonies Saturday on the
Women’s Athletic Field.

’apt. Robert Peck, Cadet AL:
Robert Ornellits, Cadet Capt. WilIkon Nicholatt and Paine.
An informal coffee reception in
Spartan Cafeteria for Lt. Col. and
Mrs. Head followed the ceremonies.

The presentations were matte bY
Lt. Col Vernon Head, professor
ao
Tit, 1...esen ations were followed
by
pas.: -In -review parade in
"Viet Mutt and L’.S. Foreign
walei al..: t 1.0 cadets marched,
(1-1:ionstration by t he Policy" will be the subject of an
Nod
11.7’..OTC D:i:i Team, directed by informal debate sponsored by the
SJS International Relations Club
Cadet T/Sgt. Gerald Schwartz.
tomorrow evening at 7:30 in
The Mill Team recently won
EDI00.
first place in a military division
Featured speakers include Dr.
of a Sunnyvale Christmas parade.
Cadet Col. Sanatel E. Young, J. W. Pratt, assistant professor of
AFROTC group commander and Political Science, who will oppose
Cadet 1 Lt. Lauren Paine re- the administration’s policy, and
ceived the Distinguished Military Allen A. Samson, a participant in
the Agency for International DeStudent pins.
velopment (AID) program in Viet
The award is made annually to
Nam, who will speak in favor of it.
those cadets showing outstanding
An audience question and answer
scholarship and leadership qualiperiod will follow the debate,
ties.
Recipients of solo flight pins which is open to the public.

International Club
To Hold Debate

-

by Yoshi Hasegawa

AWARD AFROTC Cadet Col. Samuel E. Young receives the
Distinguished Military Student Award from Lt. Col. Vernon Head,
professor of aerospace studies in ceremonies Saturday. AFROTC
cadets also received solo flight pins.
FOLLOWUP
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Lisa
Kirk, following her first appearance on the new Dean Martin
show, will make two additional
guest shots with Dino.

3poseameasseav
Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASS card

Movie & Still
* Cameras
Projectors
1

developing
rentals

Supplies
Equipment
printing
repairs

1

245 South First

included Cadet Maj. Robert Annis,
Cadet 1/Lt. Charles Conaway,
Cadet Capt. William Harting,
Cadet. Maj. Steven Hasset, Cadet

Aiiies Express Fear
Of All-Out Viet War
PARIS (UPI) - America’s European allies are all but convinced
the Viet Nam conflict is heading
toward all-out war involving Communist China.
The latest information reaching
Western diplomats caused concern
on the eve of the North Atlantic
Tr ea ty Organization (NATO)
Council of Ministers meeting in
the French capital.
Communist China is reported reliably to have imposed an absolute
eto on peace moves by North Viet
’:ant, along with the implicit
riireat that they would take over
in the Communist North if the
Hanoi regime defied the ultimatum.
The reports said Hanoi now is
set unconditionally on an "all or

nothing" course in Viet Nam in
the face of the Red Chinese pressure.
This will lie discussed , at the
NATO session Tuesd a y and
Wednesday but there is little the
European allies will have to offer
the United States, either by way
of advice or material assistance.
None of the 14 NATO partners
stands ready to make troops available for the Viet Nam fighting.
Any U.S. appeal for increased non
military support was expected to
meet with little more than lukewarm response by NATO.

Cultural Commiti.ee
To Hold Interview
In College Union
,i;

:1,111:1111i ill Ilic

College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.,
for students interested in serving
on the ASH Cultural Festival Committee.
Interviews for the positions,
which include the committee chairman, will be conducted tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30.
The committee was formed in
1963 "in order to promote the cultural its vvell as academic side of
the student’s development. It also
promotes better relationships between SJS and the community,"
according to the legislative act
establishing the committee.
The committee will be in charge
of initogurating it cultural festival
at SJS in the near future.
BIKEL IN RUSSIAN
HOLYWOOD (UPI) - Theodore
Bikel will play a Soviet submarine
commanderspeaking only Russian-- in "The Rusisans Are ComMg."

Tuesday. nerember 14. 1M3
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Tibetan Lama Thanks Club
For Monetary Contribution.s
WaN 1,,rn SJS to a Club
used to purchase ’tartar
mmtery in India near and bricks.
River.
The Lama said "The monastery:
Yet an SJS club has reached progresses: the temple and resiacross the vast area with a helping dential rooms are complete."
hand. and in turn. has received
The Lama left Tibet when Compersonal thanks froin a Tibetan munist China occupied it. Dr.
Lama.
McCullough. who has traveled to

Tibetan ,
the Gam,

Since early, in 1961. the SJS see the Lama. said the mona.stery
Sanghit Club has donated between is being built acrms the Tibetan
$30 and $50 each year to aid border in India for the benefit of
Thupten Junges Lama in building displaced Tibetans who wish to
a monastery in Sarnath Varanasi, practice their religion.
India. The monastery is located
four miles from the Ganges River.
In a letter addressed to Sangha
Club adviser, Dr. Jay McCullough,1
Thursday is the deadline for
professor of philosophy, the Lama
says ". . . my monastery, which aeronautical operations and mainW UN
greatly benefitted by your tenance majors desiring stumner
generosity, is an over.ieas branch employment in the aviation industry to sign up at the Aeronautics
of the club."
The Lama sent the Sangha Club Department Office.
Students who will be juniors or
a book published at the monastery
seniors in Fall semester, 1966, are
on the History of Tibet in
eligible for summer work through
Tibetan.
The money sent by the Sangha the department.

Thursday Deadline

SEASONS
E IINGS

Free Math Clinic
Offers Special Aid

.4,4**************************************411sL
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vviteth’er they suf.
fer acutely from mathematics or
I they seek another approach to a
The Free Greeks of Acacia
. solution, can take advantage of
the Math Clinic’s free as.sistance.
Sessions are held in the math
library, MH227, weekly at the following hours: Monday and Wednesday from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m.; Tuesday and Thursday from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.; and Ftiday from 7:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
A graduate math student is on
duty at these hours. Many undergraduate volunteers assist.
Lovver division students and elementary education majors are particularly invited to "beat the rush
before finals," according to R. J.
Ritts, math clinic chairman of the
***************************** Student Math Society.

WISH
Our Fellow Students
A

i
:
i
i
i.

i
1 Merry (:hristmas
i*
:
Happy New Year i*
i
*
t............... *****

COLLEGE MASTER REPRESEENTATIVES:

JIM HARGET

LET US HELP YOU

We’ve Remodeled Our Facilities:
* Sun Room
* Lockc-r Service
* Steam Bath

"f’s

* Modern Equipment
* Personal Instruction
* $3.00 Per Month Discount to
Students
B(111 MANN’S

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
9th & Santa Clara

DARWIN SH001’
and

LOOK AND FEEL YOUR BEST

295-9910
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A fete of the many College Master policyholders from San Jose State ...
Roger Avoril
Andrew Adents
Jim Adamani
Junior .Agustin
Joe Alexander
Ali Alley
John Anderson
Kent Anderson
Id Andrews
1:tidis Atwood
Chris Avery
Douglas Bailey
Richard Flailey
Jim Baldovi
Gary Barker
Graydon Barker
Dick Beazell
Shelly Reckstrenil
Byron Beets
Bill Belcher
Hal Reason
Julius Helene
1;erl Berg:int?.
Frank Bersi
Don Biddle
Ken Blackmon
Gary Miss
Doug MAIN
Bob Bonds
Ross Bonham
Dave Ronillas
Allan Noma:moire
lohn lirailburn
Bill Bradley
Dan Brady
Carl Brannon
Patrick Brent:art
Fred Ifrnoks
.lor Brooks
Ken Buck
Paul Bullock
Rick Burke
Ronnie Caldwell
I/en l’armean
Hand Carter
Denis Chamberlin
Richard Chew

Jim Chides:ter
Fred Claridge
George Clemente
Ted Cole
Charles Combs
Mike Connell
Paul Connelly
Bob Costein
Les Cox
Roy failver
Ray Curtis
Jerry De La l’iedra
Ron DeMonner
Leon Dillingham
Richard Doty
Bolo Downer
Boyden Dryden
Bob Dunn
Joliti Earle
Its. Ecchet
Bruce Edmonds
John Ellerin-risen
1:erald Esclier
Main Espeseth
Drury
ans
Dennis Facchino
David Falk
Buil Fleming
Rob Foster
Jim 1:Rehr
Ernir Garda
Larry Coldrup
Reuben Grittier.
Jim Gorman
Dick Graves
Fred Grislier
1:harley
Fred Barris
John Hartman
Dean Dawkins
\like fired
Dennis Bratty
Ed Hedstrom
Ron Hein
Rim Ilenne,sey
Bob Holtman

Tilmon Ifolton
Gary. Howe
Alas Hempel
Tom Hiltellinson
Armond Irwin
Kiyoshi ’dote
Solon Jackman
}Jerold Jones
(:arl Kahn
Fred Katuaki
Dennis Katri
Tom Kessel
Lanny Keyston
Clyde Kidd
Glenn Kishida
Howard Kitagawa
John Kolfsehoten
Illid Kremer
iEil Kumpel
Phil LaBarbera
Lalleia
John Lerrien
Tracy I.ayman
Ernie Lima
Vinrent Louie
Jim Luster
Paul tuvisi
I /iek Macaluso
1Iez MacCollom
John Mack
leonard !Marshall
Fred Martin
I im Martin
la, ILI !summit
ti,:bancr
Item
, Ibasner
I

Dora! McGee
Pete 1%114:an-in
Jini McKinley
Dick AleManigal
Gene Nelson
Glenn Nelson
Bill Newkirk
Earl Nichols
Ron Nichols
Stan Nicholson
Carl Nielsen
Jack Nislabara
Dennis Noah
Dick O’Neil
Tom O’Neill
Bill Osborn
flob Owen
Ilark l’arish
(;ea. l’arnili
Polo, Pankiin
Lai, Ilca,lc,
t ado,: Pciez
I ’wile l’erricelli
Karl Nock
Bob Pimentel
Terry Polhill
Cliff Ponder
Lenny Porin
Jerrold Poners
Jim Neter
Mel Raley
Bob Rawlings
Jerk Regoli
Bob Reynolds
lai Iiii..,
lon Romero
lidin Hos%

1:,,1
I oil \Idler
lb c
Itol, \lora
I tav Nlarelanil
I
stc. \lemma

Don Rii,11
I Irrsclail Sanders
loi. Sarr
i hoick Schaffer
Hobert Scheibe!
Jim Schilling
David Scott
Rod Sekimoto
Key Seylar

11111 Het liehilil

\l,

"no..11

Ken Shafer
Gary Sharp
Rick Slinart
Gary Sitton
Curt Smith
Francis Smith
Marvin Smith
David Solomon
Jim Strange
I.arry Szczesny
Ken Takahashi
Ifarold Takenaka
Mike Tenzer
Jim Tallith)
John Terrill
Boll Tetzlaff
Terry Tevis
Eddie "rims
John
Roscoe Turner
Cenral. Vogel
Martin Wakefield
Jan Walker
Bob Wall
Can. Wallace
Frank Walter
Matt Wanhala
Don Warnock
Jim Wayne
John Wedge
Stan Weinberg
Bob Wickliffe
Ray. Wiggins
Halt William,
!Milford Wilson
.lim Wood

Tudor

Hill,

W MOS

Stall Amid.
Skip Woodisatil
lalin A right
Mile. Yamamoto
Inn I okittit
.1 int lantagni
Bob lav ark
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Firm Cancels All-Weather Track Offer
an all-%veather track.
-tich
The 3M then built a 110-yar&
Second, 31.1 would like to con- strip at SJS South Campus so ,
struct a tar-tan traik at a college that Bud Winter, S.IS trtwk coach,’
with a noted track team and null- Aul Dr. James Bosco, associate
icloals with the ...)tentIiii 0, break prOfessor oi physical education
vtho specializes in research, could
world records.
test the quality of the tar-tan
Finally. a tar-tan track at S.IS material.
would he the onIN one in th., Wc,i
TESTED STRIP
votild
and intere,ted
(Continued f

Page

t

Coach

anhne it.

A’inter

and

Dr.

Bosco

"3M wanted pi...motion.il \ aloe

te,ted the strip during the sum-

de-

mer. using much research tind elab-

and tax

(idled ion.-

iluxt.tti

orate timing equipment.

clared.

"The examination proved tarindicated to SJS it would like to tan superior in quality. and Winter
ruct ion if liked it better than all the other
cooperate in the co
As early

as spring,

1964, ;;NI

tracks tAct were considering. The that I don’t think we’ll run into,
price was higher, though," ’Mc- that problem again."
Buxton emphasized that the !
Pherson commented.
The pole vault and broad jump Alumni Association encourages donations of money and gifts from
approaches at the present SJS
all sources.
track are made of tar-tan and.
Pres. Clark also said "it is i !II
according to West Coast coaches. portant for a public institution
are the hest.
to receive private gifts . . . Sun
Jose State already has accepted
ENCOURAGES DONATIONS
gifts from private donors and we
"We nuiy. have lost the battle, hope to receive more gifts in the
but now We may be in the position future."
Pres. Hendricks said, "Time and ,
to win the war on red tape,"
time again the students were told ,
AssociaBuxton said. "The Alumni
to work through ’channels’ because
tion worked very closely as an that was the only way to get the ’
outside influence on this matter. problem worked out, and after
We’ve shocked loose enough people roan,. long delays, woraine thr.tugh
_ -

these channels resulted in complete
trust ration.
"President Clark, Mr. McPherson, coach Winter, and the Athletic
Department are to be commended
tor their tremendous efforts in
rranging for this substantial
offer."
McPherson said, "We are in a
dilemma now because we don’t
know what kind of surface to
acquire. We must get to work
since the present appropriation
with the state expires in June."
Both Dean Burton and McPherson believe there is still some hope
3M and the state will re-open
discussion and SJS might ieceivt.
the track.
-

IP

CHRIST
Varsity Rental Service wishes you a relaxing and enjoyable

a clean, comfortable apartment when the holidays are over.

Christmas and New Year’s. It’s nice to be with your family

That’s what we’re for. Drop over and talk to us about a

and friends again for the holidays. It’s also nice to return to

place for the spring semester.

Varsity Rental Service

576 So. 5th St.

SPARTAN SCORER Ron Matheson (above) placed second
in Saturday’s Mare Island Open wrestling meet, losing in the
1381/2 pound division finals to a former Olympian.

293.1445

,IP311118111111111111111/.
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Three Wrestlers Place
In Mare Island Open
Three SiS grapplers placed high
in their

s_
_
.

respective

weight divisions

Stale, Foolltill and S.JS followed ln
that order.

to lead the Spartans to a fourth

THREE PLACE

place finish overall at the Mare

Spartan coach Hugh Mumby felt
his team performed well against
the strong competition they faced.
"we were at a disadvantage teamwise, in that only six members
of the team were able to make
the trip. Having three out of SiX
entities place In the top three in
their events is pretty good."

Island

Open

Wrestling

Tourney

Saturday.
Collegiate, armed services and
dub

teams

participated

in

the

event, and as many a.s 27 wrestlers
competed in each division.

Spartans Loren Miller and Ron
The Spartans visit Fresno State
Matheson.both reached the finals
of their respective weight classifi- Friday, to face the Bulldogs in a
dual meet.
cations before losing.
Fresno finished ahead of the
DEFEATS SIX
San Joseans in the recent SJS
Miller, who wrestled at 1541i Invitational, hut Mumby feels that
pounds, since his usual 145 pound the Spartans are stronger in dual
division was non-existent at the meets than they are in tournameet, defeated six foes before los- ments.
ing to Jerry Pamp of the San
Francisco Olympic Club, 2-0.
Matheson won six matches before losing to Lee Allen of the
Olympic Club, 7-0, in the final
round of the 138’.2 pound division.
Allen was a member of the 1960
U.S. Olympic team.
Dennis Runyon earned the other
Spartan place with a third in the
125,2 pound classification.
The Olympic Club was victorious
in four out of eight divisions to
win !he team championship Fresno

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Vota9.0.1

2

P!ZZA

HAVEN’S

MONDAYS

Any 8" pizza 60e
TUESDAYS
Spaghetti Night
Side order of spaghetti and
two pieces of garlic bread-40c

An exciting .1W1.4.111.1’ f
our collectiona sweater
like t II PM’, representatie iit’ our great group.

the gift
she’d
choose
herself

Take advantage of these speeiah
every Monday and Tuesday.

Hand knit in Donegal, Ireland. All wool, natural
Irish fisherman’s knit. Cardigan with rakish collar.
color. 36-40
29.98

Open daily at 11:30 a.m.
Corner of 10th & William

Mondrian-look pant top. All wont pullover in abstract design. White with black lines, block of color
in pink, yellow, turquoise or lilac. Sizes S-M -L 12.811

BEth S
AT,..7)64CrS

sl

Restaurant Price Only
Tulip-thne cardigan. Hand knit bulky cardigan with
embmidered tulips. Soft blend of 85’,1- wool,
nylon. Sizes 36-40 .
12.98

hetter snearers. Atreei liaer. Mary’s Valley Fair
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Remain Unbeaten

iMichigan Stuns USF;
Lead, WCAC Teams Lose

Spartan Cagers Jump to Quick
Keep Up Fast Pace To Bury Wolfpack
By PAUL SAVOIA
Daily Sports Writer
Le.aving no doubt about the
eventnual outcome from the very
beginning, the Spartan cagers
humiliated visiting Nevada 77-58
last night in the Spartan Gym.
A nearly-packed house clapped
with pleasure as the Spartans
spurted to 5-0 and 17-3 leads
before the crippled Nevadans icnew
what happened.
During this spurt, the Spartans
had the scoreboard clicking like
the slot machines the visitors are
accustomed to seeing. It was their
third victory in as many outings.
SJS CONTROLS

4

After taking this early command of the contest, the Spartans
were able to control the tempo of
the contest at will. And no matter
which tempo they chose, they were
successful.
When they wanted to use their
pattern offense, the Spartans did
so with perfect timing and ease.
When they wanted to utilize the
fast break, they did so admirably.
Part of the Spartan success
must be attributed to the absence
of Nevada ace center Bill Nicholthe tallest
son. The 6-5 center
player on the short Wolfpack
squad came down with appendicitis before a game Friday night.
STAR MISSED
Not only was his scoring ability
missed (he averaged 12.4 points a
game in earning all-Far West Conference honors last season), he was
also sorely needed as a rebounder.
As it was, the Spartans enjoyed their rare height advantage,
parlaying it into a 41-22 rebounding edge.
John Keating was the Spartan
sparkplug this time, stealing the
ball often and generally pleasing
his coach, Stu Inman, and the
fans with his ball-hawking tactics.
Keating amassed a personal seasonal high of 12 points, two behind Spartan leader S. T. Saffold.
Pete Newell who joined Keating
in putting on a fine passing show,
added 12 points and center Frank
Tarrantts 13.
Saffold was the Spartans’ top
rebounder with 11, while Newell
chipped in nine.
Nevada’s Nat Montgomery, hitting on eight of his 12 shot at-

qoAls
Personal objectives are about
as varied as viewpoints on
what constitutes success.
Consciously or not, a man’s
goals are modified from time
to time. Even so, the man who
( an set his sights early and
stay on course is a good deal
better off than the man who
wavers.

tempts, was the game’s top pointgetter with 20.
DURAND STaRTS
Sophomore Robin Durand made
his first starting appearance for
SJS, subbing at guard for the
injured Jack Gleason.
Gleason, who has a pulled tendon
in his foot, saw some action, however, and appeared to be recovering. His foot admittedly hurt, but
there was no further damage.

Intramural
Announcements

Nine Spartan subs got into the
contest, with the most important
of them putting on a fine show.
That man is Clarence Denzer,
the 6-9 tall man for the Spartans.
As he luts in every game this
year, the junior college transfer
showed he is fitting into the Spartan patterns and will be a major
contribution to the Spartan cause
by the end of the year.

a DO TOt KNAHENT
The Intramural Judo Tournament begins tonight at 7 in the
wrestling room of the Men’s Gym.
Entries are open only to those
students with some judo experience. All 60 competitors who have
signed up thus far have taken
elementary judo courses.
Intramural Director Dan Unruh
reported that additional signups will be taken at weigh-in.s
today from 11:30-1 p.m. and 5:306:30 p.m.
Ten teams have entries in all
five weight divisions, and are
coached by members of SJS’ varsity judo squad.

Last night, he contributed eight
rebounds and five points for the
Spartans.
The Spartans return to action
Saturday night when they travel
to Salt Lake City to meet the University of Utah.

Cold Shooting
SJS Frosh
Loses to CCSF
The SJS frosh basketball squad
lost a 62-59 decision to the City
College of San Francisco last night
in the Spartan Gym.

THE BIG AND SMALL of the Spartan cagers this year is small
Guin Boggs and big Clarence Denzer. Both players are gunning
for the top reserve positions that are so vital to the Spartans.

A cold second half, in which
coach Danny Clines’ Spartababes
shot a cool 25 per cent and missed
their last seven attempts, enabled
SAN MATEO College of San
CCSF to pull away from their Mateo parlayed a great height
tight 56-55 lead late in the contest. advantage into a victory Friday
"They hurt us on the boards," night, holding off a late rally to
nip the SJS freshman basketGlines said. CC.SF pulled down 14
bailers 72-66 here.
more rebounds than the Spartans.
The Bulldogs enjoyed a 49-33
Greg Delany paced SJS scorers rebound advantage for the differwith 18 points. Glines praised for- ence in the game.
ward Bob South and reserve cenDue to an eight-point splurge
ter Bill Magleby. South tallied 13 late in the first half by reserve
points and led the Spartans in center Bill Magelby, the Sparta rebounds with nine.
babes left the floor at intermission
Willie Wise led the winners in with a 39-37 lead.
scoring with 17 points and also was
Bulldogs Breck McLaren and
credited with 10 rebounds.
Owney Williams caught a hot hand

Tom Heflin ’64
Ray Terry ’64
Dick Flanagan ’66

IUAI

a century of dedicated service
210 North 4411 Street
Phone 297-5707

-.IS forward S. T. Saffold is
mie of four players named to the
all-West Coast Athletic League
basketball squad last season who
are playing this season also.
F.rwin Mueller and Joe Ellis
of USF and Bob Krulish of UOP
are other first-teamers of last year
who are showing their wares once
again.
USF All-American 011ie Johnson
was the only senior named to last
year’s squad.
Five of the six players named
to the second team are also back
for another campaign this year.
The only other SJS player named_
on the all-league squad was Pete
Newell, who made the honorable
mention ranks as a fomard.

Learn
Skydiving
..even3

School of Sport
Parachuting
Day or Night Classes
Oakland Airport

MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
TO READ THIS CAREFULLY

GOLDEN BOOK OF ZOO ANIMALS 44
amusing true -,
lor.
(1.95)
TACKLE DRESSMAKING THIS WAY. Full
details for bus, patterns,
etc.
SI
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THEATRE MUSIC.
Over 4 000 songs listed 1900-’60 ($0.95)
$2.98
JESUS & THE FUTURE LIFE. His authen
hc teachings as recorded in the 3 Syn
optic Gospels about after lift. ($3.95)
F.D.R. MAJESTY & MISCHIEF. An unper.

a great man. ($4.93)
SI.49
WHEELS, SAILS & WINGS. 0c, of .rnna
Portatioth Hundreds color illus. ($3.95)
BRIEF DICTIONARY AMERICAN SUPERSTITIONS. About weather. charrns, food,
mOre..
81.00
ANNOTATED UNCLE TOM’S CABIN. Full
original text & illus. plus source material.
($7.50)
OAS
THE AMERICAN BALLET, from 1767. N.Y.
allet, Monte Carlo, etc. III. ($7.50) $1.911
ARTHRITIS & FOLK MEDICINE by Dr.
Jarvis. ($2.95)
.
$1.00

HUNDREDS MORI TO SELICT PROM

Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s Books, Religion, Music. Art, etc. Get these
new books at Bargain Prices Now at San Jose Book Shop. Come Early for a Good
Choice.
Ask us about itchances are we can give you immediate information as to price,
exact title and ava
1y. If we don’t have it, we can get it for you promptly.

Open Unfit
9:00 p.m.
Thurslay
1 19 E. Son

ISIZOK SHOP

gest Sellers
Reprints
for Less

Fernando between 3rd and 4th Ps. 295.5513

GO WESTERN, MAN -GO RUGGED -IN
OUR "SHERPA" PILE -LINED JACKET!

25.95

The latest in long wear and
lower cost from Florsheim:
Authentic long wing brogues
at, or near, the price of ordinary
shoes! This is Florsheim Value!

GRODIWS
VALLEY FAIRSHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER-. SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIE. 9A0 p.m.

569-5358
.41

IT

ZEST OF THE WEST!

ENT

LIFE

POLOISTS’ PARTY
Spartan water polo coach Lee
Vi’alton entertained the en tire
water polo squad Sattutlay at a
barbeque and dancing party at his
house in Fremont.
The squad finished its season
with a mediocre 11-11 won-lost
record, but is sure to be rated
among the top ten teams in the
nation.

Returnees Play
Another Season

For FLORSHEIM
VALUE
Go GRODINS!

The VARSITY -324.95

PROV I

however, was late in the first half.
42-41.
From here, the Wolverines
a 45-42 first-half lead, anti
stop to look around after the
intermission.
All-American Cazzie Russell
scored 35 points in the second half
to bring his game total to 45.
Playing the best game of his
collegiate career, hulking Erwin
Mueller of the Dons tossed in 31
points.
USF, the odds-on favorite to win
its fourth straight WCAC title,
is only 3-2 on the year, after losing
to Stanford earlier in the season.
Santa Barbara dropped a 78-75
contest to visiting Baylor while
weak St. Mary’s was humiliated
by Utah 95-52.
The leading St. Mary’s scorer
was junior guard Don DeVincen/:
with 14 points.

All-WCAC Squad

Ig YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK

Freshmen Lose Friday Too

It might pay you
to find out more.

Tom Niemann ’63

BASKETBALL
Wednesday’s meeting for the
preseason basketball tournaznent
is mandatory for all coaches wishing to enter a squad.
The meeting will be held in
MG201 at 3:30 p.m.
The tournament will be held
after ChrisUnas vacation and will
help Dr. Unruh seed teains into
divisions for regular season play.

FROSH BASEBALL
All prospective players and managers who are interested in freshman baseball should attend a meetIn the early goings of that final ing in MG201 Wednesday at 3:30,
half. Within the first four minutes according to frosh baseball coach
of the second stanza the Bulldogs Bill Gust avson
had gone ahead for good at 47-45.
The Spartababes fought back
to within four paints, 66-70, in
the final minute against the Bulldeg reserves. However, CSM called
a quick time out, inserted its
starters, and held on to the victory.
SJS coach Danny Glines lauded
guard Bob South, who scored a
personal high of 10 points and
played his usual fine floor game.
Greg Delaney was the top SJS
scorer at 12.

Having the opportunity to
work independently and develop your resources to their
tullest potential may fit in
with your career objectives.
It so, you should investigate
the field of life insurance sales
and sales management The
business offers many challenges, and Provident Mutual
( an give you an early start by
beginning your training in our
Campus Internship Program
for college students.

Ben Reichmuth C.L.U. ’67

it was a bad weekend for West
Coast Athletic Conference Schools.
as all three teams in action were
defeated in nonleague tilts.
San Francisco, University of
California at Santa Barbara and
St. Mary’s all dropped contests,
while the remainder of the league,
including San Jose State, was idle.
The most shocking defeat wa.s
USF’s 96-78 loss at the hands of
Michigan. Both Michigan and USF
are rated among the top 15 teams
in the nation.
The first half of the contest
was close, with the Dons leading
inurh of the way. tiSF’s last lead,

RPARTAN DAILY-1
Tuesday. Deeembei 14 1965

Young guys are ping wild for the Wild West look! For brawny muscle power
for super stylenothing beats this rarin’-to-go gift jacket of imported suede!
Lined with 100% Orlon "Sherpa" pile. Trimmed with he-man leather piped
pockets. Great at football games, smashing in a sports car! Olive or Brown.

SAN

GRODI

ANTONIO CENTER SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30
SHOP MONDAY DIRU SA1UROAY UN111 9 10 pm

VAIIFY FAIR -

pan.

’41 v..

-

Tuesday. reeember 14, 1963

aRTAW DAILY

Job

interviews’SJS Graduate
,Receives Award
From Local Group

All intersiessis are held in the
Placement Center, AD31234. Appointment signups are noo being
taken for ail Deceniher interVieWS. January grads are urged
to sign up as soon as possible in
the Placement Center.

Spartaguide
TODAY
l’ulleglans fur Educational Responsibility ICER/, C11162. 7:30
p.m., prof’s list, questionnaire distribution.
Ski Club, 7:30 p.m.. TH55, guest
speaker, film.
American Marketing Association,
6:30 foetal, 7:30 business Hawaiian
Ganiens, 1500 Almaden Avenue.
Sarsdra Ellis, manager-research director of Marplem will be the guest

Yuriko !no, 1965 SJS graduate
front Redwood City, recently received a $2130 scholarship front the
National Society f r Crippled
TODAY
Children and Adults and Kappa
UNITED AIRLINES: open to all Delta Phi, national business womajors fur position.s as stev, a Ivies*. men’s sorority, to as.sist in her speaker.
Social Affairs Committee., 3:30
Permanent visa is required.
occupational therapy clinical
p.m.. Social Affairs Comm.
PERSONAL PRODUCTS DIVI- training.
ChrisUan Science Organization,
The scholarship was given on the
SION: business administration and
liberal arts maim% for positions basis of the qualifications as a 7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
t4 la is &tusk 1/epartment-M
as sales representatke. Area uf potential occupational therapist.
Miss !no is presently training at Scholarship Benefit, 8 p.m., CiVie
work is northern California.
Monterey County Hospital, Salinas, AUditOritiM, tickets can be purTOMORROW
for general medicine surgery and chased at the door.
Circle It Club, 1:30 p.m., HEl.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF’ AGRI- pediat tic training.
sJS SaiUng Club, 3:30 p.m., IASJSC occupational therapy stuCULTURE S 0 I L CONSERVAdents usually spend nine months 123. dues will be collected, sailing
TION SERVICE: engineering ma- in clinical training in areas related films will be. shown.
jors. U.S. citizenship is required. ro occupational therapy following
Society of Automotive Engineers,
7 30 p.m., Al(Y7. general meeting to
gradual ion.
Area of work is California.

wish "hint" a
witit a
Barney Levy sweater.
t 44. otte thing --- he’ll love our

iiii
Especially our
sweaters!
alpaca knits in his fasorite color. All
22.95.
sizes. I:

Barrel) _Levy
CLOTHIER FOR MEN

FOR SALE (3)

HEAD

COMP. GS. 210. Nevacsa &
eg ore season. $120. 295-3919

iOYS’ BICYCLE Si BICYCLE CARRIER
IF YOU ARE A GOOD HUSTLER-TRY FOR AUTO. $15 each or both for $25.
THE HUSTLER’S HANDBOOK AT
298-3217.
BOOKSTORES.
HANSEN SURFBOARD. 10 ft. Good
$110. Phone 298-7492.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW MORE
ABOUT THE MORMON CHURCH’,
SKIS, II...ad comp G.S. 6’3" Market
C
L/sed once. $100. 2.98-0515.
GENERAL ELECTRIC STEREO. Balance
(8 watts) 293.3026. $25.
POR TABLE TYPEWRITER. $50. Com,
V-8 Auto
’56 CHEv. BF1. AIRE
. i
.1. Like new. Call 258i
377-9758.
trans. N.

1111111=11111111111

RACE PREPARED. 64 Corvair Monza. 8 16 mOTOROLA T.Y. Table mdl. Blonde
Cab. Good cond. $25 or offer.
Au
$500 invest. plus all
F:’,.,t!! Don 294.2952. !
fant,y
GOLF CLUBS. 61. Hogan irons. S.shaft.
’63 CORYAIR SPYDER CONY. Exc.
.- offer. 52 S. 8th.
cond. 1 owner ’ or’rss. 379.3859,
HELP WANTED (4)
111 ALFA ROMEO ROADSTER. $900 or
offer. Phone 296 7492 evenings.
IRON. HSWK.
discuss hours. No
’65 HONDA 160. 1.600 mi. Like new. bus Itne. $1.50 hr. 262.2285.
Offer. 699 Lincoln Av. 293-3449.
HOUSING IS/
’SO GMC 1/2 T. pickup. Good condition.
$70 MODERN BACH. APT. Clean, gulert.
$200. 292-9947 or 241-3530.
’62 AUSTIN HEALEY. 4 str. Perf. cond. Uppet class male. 617 S. 9th. 298-0602.
Blk. Chr. wheels. Red leather int. Faculty I BEAM w/w cpts, drps, furn. All elec.
member sell. to buy house. $1895. 293. kit Ilth & Reed. 248-9145.
7281 aft. 5.
$125 RENTS A 2 BDRM ONE MTH
CADILLAC LIMOSINE. 1954. Seats 10 HOME. Comple. furn. & will accom. 4
comfortably. Exc. cond. 251-2326.
students. 440 Elizabeth St. 11/2 blks. from
Zulpo Realty 259-4230.
’56 CHEV. Auto. 4-dr. Y-13. R/H. 2972877. $250.
2 BDRMS. Furn. Paneled Ivgrrn. ReasNEW 124ce GILERA CYCLE. 16 hp. onable. Mgr. 547 S. 1 1th Apt. #1. 286Sacri. $450. Call Keith or Brien 294-8741. 5692.
’61 CHEV IMPALA CONV. V.13. New NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Fum. Fireplaces.
fact. top. All power. Easy finance. 325. 2 baths. Lg. closets. Sundeck. Color T.V.
& party room. Close to SJS. Now taking
3380.
spring reserve. 215 S. 12th. 295-4591 or
CHEV ’61. IMPALA. 2-dr. hdtop. Stick. 286-3292.
Sharp. $1295. Owner. 245.0256.
FEMALE STUDENTS: Room & board.
’55 VW. $125. Needs work. Must sell Unappd. house. 3 blks. SJS.
T.V.
before Dec. 31. Call 378.3822.
Fireplace. Italian cook. No contract. $80
1;0-FALCON. R/H. Stick. $335. 530 ST. mo. 286.4331.
6th. 002. 293.1557.
CONTRACT FOR SALE. I girl. Kennedy
CHEV. 56. Auto. V.13. Exc. cond. $300. Hall. Jeri. Phone 298-2206. Spring sem.
294.4952
COMPLETELY FURN. MODERN 2
-1-10-PLYMOUTR. 4 door. White. Exc. KAM. APT. W/elec. kit. Pool. $150.
ond
i95 aft. 6 cm
2895 Almaden Rd. Phone 266-6146.

To buy, sell. rent or
announce anything.
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time
2 lines

One time Three times Five times
50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
51.00

51.50

$2.00

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
amount for
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SACRAMENTO (1.1PI)-- A masSPACIOUS I BDRM APT FURNISHED.
"rd.
sive power blackout, such as the
2 blkS. SJS. 4/’
one that crippled the East last
5 ROOM FLAT FOR RENT. $85 per mo.
month, is unlikely to happen in
Information 133 E. Reed or SE 1-4142.
California.
NOW RENTING: Near downtown, deThis was the conclusion of a
signed for students. Close to shopping &
by the Calibus. Villa Grande Apts. 175 Sutter St. preliminary report
2 bdrm., 2 bath. $110. 2 bdrm. one bath fornia Public Utilities Commission
or
Dick
DelGrande
$95. Call Cht:It
released by Gov. Edmund G.
Chappell, 248-7330.
Brown’s office Saturday.
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
Brown said the report indicated
SALE. Spring semester. Phone 294,4840. that "the state’s electric utilities
GIRL ROOMIE. Charming house. Own have adequate capacity and reroom. 3 blks. SJS $44 mo. 297-9330.
serves to control major outages
most extraordinary
2 BDRM. APT. Modern. $120. 1/2 blk. except in the
SJS. Lower front. 11/2 bath. Girls. 292. circumstances."
1327.
The goverrtor said that Califoremergency proce$75. Married couples only. 1 bdrm. apt. nia had better
dures and facilities than the eastFurn. After 6, 295.8121.
ern network that failed, but surTRANQUIL MANOR CONTRACT FOR
would conSALE. Spring sem. Diset. Call Pam 295. veys and improvement
tinue.
9811. 4-6:30.
"Despite the unlikelihood of a
COLLEGE MAN: Room for rent. Kit.
priv. Living room. T.V. Quiet. $35 mo. mas.sive power outage in our
115 S. I4th. 286-2704.
state," he said, "we must be assured that vital services can be
PERSONALS 171
carried out should such an emerCUSTOM made contemporary wedding gency occur.
rings. George Laranore. 354.1273.
The report also stated: "Most
utilities, public agencies, major
SERVICES 18)
hospitals, airports. police and fire
equipment
TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose. station.s have statulby
to permit some operations during
258-4335.
tt hlackotit
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
Chat Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San
Carlos.
TYPING. Term papers, thesis. etc. Pica
electric. 243-6313.

Run Ad

At the San Francisco convention forces backing Barry M.
Goldwater refused to adopt such
a resolution.
OFF TO LONDON - A group flight from San Francisco to
London will be available June 27 to SJS students, faculty, employees and their close relatives. The fourth annual flight, via
American Airlines and Air India, will cost $532.50. The flight

To place an ad:
Visit

CY 2-3992.

Notre Dame Students Seek
Support for Protest fast
sourit

BEND, IND. (UPI1University of Notre Dame students
yesterday sought support for a
bread and water fast in a campus
dormitory chapel to protest recent
censuring of Catholic miests for
participation in Viet Nam and
civil rights demonstrations.
The 15 to 20 students who gathered in a Farley Hall Chapel Sunday nigh t, issued a statement
which said they were protesting
in sympathy with students at Man.
chester, N.H., who held a threeday fast during the weekend to
protest similar action.
A priest talked the Manchester
demornarators into abandoning
their effort Sunday because of

Marines Discover
Viet Base Camp
On Jungle Trek
SAIGON (UPI l-Thou.sands of
U.S. Marines, who are in the sixth
day of a search for a Communist
regiment believed tr apped in
junglecl mountains 335 miles north
of Saigon. yesterday reached what
appeared to be the base camp used
by the fleeing Reds. They found
only abandoned equipment.
The Leathernecks and accompanying government troops had
been warned by the Marine commander that the "major fighting"
was yet to come and yesterday’s
events seemed to bear out the
prediction.
The Marines moved over the top
of a mountain ridgeline and down
into a small highland area known
as the Phuoc Valley.
They found what appeared to be
a onetime Communist field hospital
and abandoned weapons and equipment.
The area Ls 20 miles south of
the Da Nang Marine airbase in
the ticinity of the battleground
where the now trapped Viet Cong
force last week inflicted heavy
casualties on government troops.
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Meanwhile, the student senate
I prepared to vote on a resolution
protesting the quieting of clergymen who took part in such demon! strations.
IThe Manchester fast began to
Iprotest action taken against Fathers Anthony Mullaney and Daniel
Berrigan, S.J., of New York City.
Both Were disciplined for criticizing U. S. involvement in Viet Narn
and Father Bonaventure O’Brien
for his civil rights work in the
Albany. N.Y., slums.
The three ptiests were mentioned in the Notre Dame statement,
along with nine other specific
priests "and many other dioscesan
priests."

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fotektda

.. AND with their orders
to take out, I’ll be able
EVERYBOIDYfi’IS1
stocking with
that tempting, tasty,
tantalizing pizza from
MAGOO’S!
MA1.00’S HIDEA 1,

So. ith

410,0,

2116-24S1

inet.A,

you’re troubled
about transportation
during the holidays ..

THEN Nee us about

irtil
’4110k.
5/5
%elk,

our
weekend special.
Pick up your car
after 3 p.m. Friday;
return before 9 a.m.
Monday--pay only
2 days rental!

,0001

295-1502
Across Front Library

CONFUSED ABOUT INSURANCE?
For an unconfusing
solution to all your
insurance needs,

AUTO
FIRE
LIFE
At lowest cosfs
possible,
CONTACT:

At

10:30-3:30
Snd in

"harm it yeas causing the Catholic
Church." the statement said the
fast here would be of ’’indefinite"
duration.

Smylie, who is chairman of the
Republican Governors Association,
conferred with other members of
the Coordinating Committee Sunday in advance of the full meeting, which was private.
He and some others were confident the committee, a top policymaking group composed of former
presidential candidates, congressional leaders, governors and representatives of the party’s National Committee, would endorse the
anti-extremist resolution.
Goldwater still opposes adoption
of a formal resolution as needless,
however. Ile personally was not
able to attend yesterday’s meeting
because of his vtife’s illness.

STEVE
PEACOCK

f’rrtio

the

A group of leading Republicans,
including Idaho Gov. Robert E.
Smylie and Senators Hugh Scott,
Pa., and Thruston B. Morton, Ky.,
have contended the action cost
party candidates votes in the ensuing election.

returns from London Sept. 6. According to Thomas Ryan, professor of music, interested persons should secure resevafions immediately. Further information may be obtained by calling

GIFT IDEAS

cosh
Startinst Data

Election Tomorrow

Up for consideration by the Republican Coordinating Committee
was a resolution which would repudiate support from both the
right and the left, the John Birch
Society, the Ku Kitts Klan and the
Communists.

Tai, Della l’In, men’s honorary
still hold
FAST SERVICE GUARANTEED. Typing scholastic fraternity,
for students. Thesis, term papers, letters, nomination.s for next spring’s ofetc. Exp. pica. 292.3274.
ficers at its meeting tomorrow,
Delt, grand
EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable. Dave Peterson, Tau
magistrate, announced.
Phone 294-3772. 9-6.
Peterson said the meeting "is
TYPING. All kinds. IBM electric. Work
probably one of the most importguaranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced-, ant of the year."
’SEEKERS’ AT CO-REC
Also scheduled for the meeting
dependable, reasonable. 294- 1313.
The Soul Seekers, local rock ’n
HOME TYPING. Accurate and guaran- is a speech on "African Nationteed. Call 251.9063.
alism" by Dr. Harry Gailey, as- roll band, will make a return appearance at tomorrow night’s CoTYPING IN MY HOME. Fast, accurate. sociate professor of history.
Work guaranteed. 259-5118.
Rec "A Ho-Ho." The program will
TYPING IN MY HOME.-Experienced,
include a popcorn eating contest
TOWER MAGAZINE
accurate & guaranteed. 259-4710.
Tower magazine, SJS faculty and "a special guest."
Co Rec will also offer the regmagazine, will be distributed this
TRANSPORTATION 19/
week to faculty members. Copies ular sporting events of swimming,
NEED RIDE TO CHICAGO FOR XMAS. will go on sale to students at a basketball, volleyball and badCell 294-6019. Ask for Tom. 109-13.
minton
time to he later announced
WANTED: Ride to & from Aspen Colo., - or vicin, Xmas. Rick. Call 2978765.
FOR ART SUPPLIES
DRIVING ROUNDTRIP SEATTLE DEC.
SAN JOSE PAINT
18. Return SJ Jan. 2. Barney, 297-9022.
112 5 2nd Street at San Fernando
NEED RIDE TO SAN DIEGO XMAS.
Share expenses. J. Bogart 294-2916.
RIDE WANTED TO SALT LAKE CITY.
Will share gas & driving. 286.5415.
NEED RIDE SAN DIEGO TO S.J. JAN.
2. Share expenses. Al, 297.1973.
NEED RIDE TO SAN LUIS OBISPO
DEC. 19. 286-3846. Millie. Coll after
6 pm.

Daily
Name ___

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Top
Republican leaders met for a strategy session yesterday, confronted
with the same thorny issue which
haunted the 1965 GOP national
convention - denouncing political
"extremism."

TOMORROW
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE
lounge, nomination of candidates
for elections, speaker: Dr. Harry
Galley, assistant professor of history, on "African Nationalism."
Arab-American Club, 3:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A and B, string quartet
will perform and guest speaker.
Industrial RelatIona Club, 6 p.m.
social, 7 p.m. business, Garden City
Hofbrau, voting of new officers.
Humanists on Campus, 7:30 p.m.,
E147, guest speakers to discuss
Christianity and the use it has
for modern man.
SAMME, 2:30 p.m., E124, regular
meeting.
Industrial Arts Club, 3:30 p.m.,

California
Blackout
Unlikely

Spartan Daily Classified
Ne====mil

WILL TRADE CUSTOM WALNUT BAR
, I
W/St00I5 fOr
264-4689.

Suirlal Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
C11167, guest speaker to talk on
the Economics Opportunities Act
and what it means to the cominanity.
American Marketing Association, 6:30 p.m., Hawaiian Gardens,
guest speaker to talk on "Women
In Marketing," nomination of officers for next semester.

IA240.
International Relations Club, 7:30
p.m., ED100, informal debate on
Viet Nam.
Mee 3 p.m., BarAIESICE C
racks 3,6, regular meeting.
Theta Upsilon, 8 p.m.,
Ga
423 N. 26th St., Apt. 7.
Pendiing Rifles, 7 p.m.. Mac
Quarrie Hall 322.
Spartan Orlocel, 7 p.m., CH149,
discussion and plans for the slatting party.

MERRY CII RISTM AS

Republicans
Denounce
’Extremism’

plan COOPera tank of SAE anti AIAA

to
Free Parking

MUTUAL SERVICE INSURANCE CO’S
370 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
BUS: 241-4470
RES: 354-1357
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All We Want for Christmas Is

TAN DA I LY
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1965

No.54

’Better Student Government’

ASB Officers Prepare Gift Lists

tvgn,w4:PccrvArcgrc.c-.tcPcPsycleltrztv40;
yv Dear Saint Nick -A
g I tere’s What We Want g
DEAR SANTA: As we await our Christmas recess,
ficrc’s a guide for gift-giving around KIS.
’it’hen visiting Prez Hendricks, don’t mention "reran."
Buy his gifts at Spartan Shops; SPUR reindeers all.
Wrap up perspectise that’s more macroscopie;
Try housing, health plans and eisil rights as topics.
For each C
Would please

il member, a note saying, "Wish you
110W consider s lllll
worthwhile Rig Issue."

Spotter, Clark, Epstein, other eandirlates-to-be
Request campaign slogans and platform policy.
I.etters for a College I Mini to be dwelt in,
Would be sent by PR-inen, Neufeld and Melton.
Send President Clark and the Administration
A recess from faculty pay demonstrations.
Rut profs sure are counting on that salary raise.
How shout a gift.wrapped special one of these days?
Convenient office hours and state trustee’s aid
Would keep them in good spirits when it’s tinie to grade.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Wilde visions of sugarplums
danced ln the minds of those famous storybook
characters, reporter Roger Allen experienced
. an unusual dream about Christmas. He describes
tilts make-believe scene in the following story.

"I’ll give John a hard time and d
subscription to the New Student," says
Jerry gleefully.

By ROGER ALLEN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

"AND I’LL GIVE .. ."

Bill Clark, ASB treasurer: "A balanced budget would be a nice gift to receive, to say nothing of more votes.
"Poor ole Mike Neufeld (ASB information officer); nobody ever really
appreciates him," says Bill sadly. "I guess
I could him the book,’Memoirs of Robert
Christopher or How to Live on $2,500
a Year’."
Wes Watkins, ASB attorney general
contends that "The attorney general’s
office is a bit on the sparse side. Let’s
see, I could use a rack, an iron maiden
and a cat o’ nine tails."
"I gotta do something for Rich Corby
(ASB chief justice)," Watkins gays. "A
couple of nice hot lihel cases would be
just the thing. Wonder if Scott Moore,
Ira Meltzer, Perry Kneisel and Dick
Pattenaude have gone home for Christmas yet?"

"Let’s see, what shall I give?" muses
John. "More Student Council seats and a
couple of committee appointments."
Jerry Spolter. ASB vice-president and
council chairman wants: ". . . votes, an
office of my own and no more resignations from council. The work is getting
hard enough without playing musical
chairs each week."

GOING UP IN WORLD
Kathy Schwent, ASB executive secretary: "First off, I’d like to be given an
office upstairs next to Joint’s. It’s getting
ott my nerves sprinting up the stairs
each time the president wants something
done."
"What can I give Jerry (Spolter) for
Christmas?" Kathy asks herself. "How

Contrary to the heaps of popular
criticism, ridicule and odium piled upon
them, student government personnel are
constantly thinking of how to better
perfortn their duties as official leaders
of the Associated Student Body.
Witness, for instance, the following
intimate, private scenes of various government functionaries thinking of what
they’d like to give and receive for Christmas this year.
John Hendricks, ASB president:
". . . a chess set, a college union survey,
an ironclad appointment policy, one Student Council meeting without an oral
pet itio tt from lra Meltzer or Phil
Whitten ..."

WANTS BALANCED BUDGET

Academic Council repiests the well-heeled means
For punier switch; a campus mall would please the Deans.
Remember the Greeks
they’se donated RO much
Funds f
%piety shows, SY. ing a II
and such.

President’s Holiday Message

Give sorority girls f
Alpha to Zeta
The very latest Operation Ms.’. data.
Spartan fraternity brothers would surely beg
For a new pledge program and good cheer by the keg.

I wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Dorm residents went more CoReen arid exchanges
And fewer lockout rules that Santa arranges.

even though I know how difficult it is to make that greeting

Independents and commuters would welcome free

meaningful in these troubled dines. The essential Christmas

l’arking and study rooms under their Christmas tree.
For the opposition press, known as "New Student,"
A cram course 10 make them professionally prudent.
Sesenth Street spokesmen would greatly appreriate
A well lot ailed
I Biagi f
which to debate.

spirit is "peace on earth. good will toward men." Let us
solemnly reaffirm this great aspiration and bend our effort.
towards realizing it in the New Year.

VDC memberx want a year’s supply of theme:
Parade permits and telegrams sent to VII"s.

Presidettt Robert D. Clark

Give each Spartan coach the "gift that keeps on winning,"
Scholarships for athletes to keep
kers grinning.
For the Wide Department at Washington Square,
A larger Concert Ilall that all the Arts could share.

Bring the Art Department a symbol more hardy
In esthetic salue that scrawny, tin Spardi.
Engineering’s staff wants romputer precision;
Send Education a Master Plan revision.
Deserving top students hope approval passes
To expand tutorial seminar classes.

The Greater Bay Arca asks your compliance:
Send rapid transit and a good year for Giants.
Gosernor "Pat" Brown espects
race intriguin’
Against Republican foes headed by Reagan.
For McNamara, two worlil.hopping plane tickets
So hell miss collegiate anti -war pickets.
A billion dollars and tttttt it talks, Santa Claus,
Would bolster LItra highly protested 1.11U111..
At h
he rould use KOMI’ aluminium coating,
And, of course, Congressional "ruliber stamp" voting.
!traffics% winters would make IS units worthwhile
And prepaid charge accounts woulrl make most coeds smile.
Hui all we realls want when all is said and done

Are love for mankind, lasting peace for everyone.

About ’this Special Edition .
While Santa’s elves are busy at the North
Pole trying to meet the Dee. 25 deadline,
we at Spartan Daily have been matching
efforts in the past few days by putting togoiter this year’s special Christmas edit’
We have chosen the theme " %II We Want
for Christmas
..." As you 111111 1111
of this section, you will mad alioui Ilse replies given by various campus organizations
and students to c plot. the topic-statement.
On the front page. Pres. Robert D. Clark
has a seasonal message for the college population, and two staff writers have compiled
lints telling what SJS would like to find in
its stockings Christmas morning.
The inside pages describe some of the
highlights of munpus We at Sib swings into

the holiday spirit of 1965. There’s news about
ttttt sic, winter fashions, charity projects,
parties, 14110W sports, as well as holiday
messages from 1.qi Pres. John ffembricks
and semi
sparian Daily’s, editor.
Finally, on Ow back page, we present
.8 serimus 1101/ Ill the subject of "All We
ant for Christmas." The message COMPS
ft
Tons Mead, Spartan Daily copy editor,
and the illustration is by Gary Hubbard,
sophomore journalism student:4 from Hawaii.
This then is the special Christmas edition
the Daily’s way of wishing you hem. wishes
for the holiday season.
--Susan fsfurg
Editor of ihristotas Edition

’bout a box of Clark bars and six portable, inflatable council representatives?
Jerry has such a hard time raising
quorums."
What does Richard Epstein, graduate
representative want for Christmas?
"About 10 more votes on council and six
votes on the Financial Advisory Board
would be all I want," sighs Rich. "That
way maybe I could get the ASB to finance
such organizations as the inter-collegiate
whist association and the Modoc Indian
basket weaving society."
SMOKE GETS IN HIS AYES
"I’ve been such a thorn in John’s side
that I really should do something for
him," states Rich. "A gas mask to protect
him from the odor and smoke from my
foot-long cigars and water pipe would be
helpful at council meetings."
Dick Miner, senior representative:
"I’d like a chance to attend one council
meeting without fighting with John over
appointments."
"As for a gift," wonders Dick, "I sups
pose Jerry (Spolter) could tise a book
on parliamentary procedure."
Jack Groban, junior representative
announces, "As parliamentarian of council, I would like to see the rules amended
to allow for filibustering. Council never
considers things long enough before voting. The chess team and KSJS matters
were rushed through at such a terrific
rate."
Tina Newton, sophomore representative bellows, "I couldn’t really care a fig
what I get." (Thank you, John Hansen.)
Charlie Brown, freshman representative, has a simple request: "I’d like to
meet my creator, Charles Schultz."

Tuesday, December 14, 1965

IDSPARTAN DAILY

. . . To Hear the Great Sounds of Holiday Music
Music Department
To Present ’Messiah
sTES E BETTIN I
spartan Didly Staft %%riser
’Me original version ut Handel’s "Messiah" will be presented
by the SJS Mu-sie Deptutrnent
tonight at 8 in San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Erlendson, professor
of music. will conduct the combined forres of the College Symphony Orchestra, headed by Dr.
Gibson Walters, the A Cappello
Choir of which Erlendson
is founder-director, the Men and
Women’s Glee Clubs and the
General Chorus. trained by
Brent Heisinger, assistant professor of mu.sic, arid Dr. Rtissell
Harrison, associate professor of
music and education.
Soloists for the evening will be
tenc,r Frederick Loadwick, associate professor of music; bass Dr.
Edwin Dunning, associate professor of music; soprano Sharon
Gilbert. SJS music major, and
contralto Jennifer Chase, former
SJS student. Kristin F:rlendson
will provide harpsichord accompaniment.
FUND-RAISING EVENT
This will be the department’s
third annual presentation of the
"Messiah," a fund raising
Christmas program for student
music scholarships.
Each year the college receives
requests for scholarships which
far exceed the fwtsis made avali-

Best Wishes
for the coming
year to all
-S. students.

St. Claire
e
297-1700

able b) interv,ted lriends of the
music department.
Because of financial limitations, tuition grants have been
given only to entering freshman
students. It is the hope of the
faculty to increase the scholarship fund to permit continuing
tuition assistance to students
who are in need and who have
proven their artistic ability,

74 W. San Carlos
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Tickets for tonight’s presentation may still be obtained fmm
1-5 pin. at the Music Department box office in the foyer of
the Music Building i phone 2946414. ext. 2381) or at the door
of the C’ivic Auditorium. Tickets
are $1 for adults and 50 cents for
children.
Commenting on tonight’s performance, Professor Erlendson
said, "In present ing the
’Messiah,’ we want to adhere as
close as possible to the score
Handel himself wrote.
"This means using an orchestra
vvith fewer instruments," he related. "This orchestration differs
considerably from the later orchestration of Mozart and Prout.
The old scoring is for two oboes,
two bassoons, two trumpets, timpani. strings and continuo. The
oboes, however, are used generally only to double the bass
line. Solos. are accompanied by
strings and harpsichord only.
"Most ’Messiah’ performances
use a large orchestra," Profes.sor
Erlendson said, "although the
tendency toward this old style
presentation of musical pieces is
coming back today."

The three women’s dorms, Hoover, Royce and Washburn, usually
have a look of uniformity, but all
this changes during the Christmas
season.
During the past days, residents
of each dorm have busily put up
decorations to give their hall a
unique Yilletidc look.
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Chorale under Arturo Townnini ivith the NBC Symphony
Orchestra.
The tenor soloist has appeared
in numerous recital and oratorio
programs, including: Buxtehude
"Cantata.- the Bach "Magnificat," "The Christmas Story" and
"On Wenlock Edge."
Soprano Sharon Gilbert, SJS
music major, has studied voice
for the past four years with
professor Loaclvvick. She has
..ung in the A Cappello Choir,
choraliers and in Opera Work,liop productions with leading
loles in Puccini’s "Sister Angelica." Offenbach’s "The Tales of
!turfman," Hollingsworth’s "The
Mother" and Nicolai’s "The
Merry Wives of Windsor."
Miss Gilbert was given an
Honors Award for her vocal
achievements in 1963 and 1965.
She hopes to graduate with a
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COMPOSER HANDEL and reproduction of original "Messiah" music sheet in his
handwriting.

Prof. William Erlendson:

Choir Creator To Direct
Tonight’s perform.ince ot I tallders "Messiah" is F:rlendson’s
third time as director of the
combined forces of the SJS symphony orchestra, A Cappello
Choir, General Chorus, and Men’s
and Women’s Glee Clubs.

William Eilendson, SJS
()lessor of music and director of
tonight’s "Messiah" Concert,
came to SJS in 1931 after he
was asked to organize and direct
the college A Cappello Choir and
to teach piano.
Professor Erlendson received
his B.A. in music with a major
in piano at St. Olaf College,
Minn. He toured the United
States and Europe as a member
of the St. Olaf’s Choir under
the direction of F. Meliu.s Christiansen.

COACHING
Training and coaching of student soloists, Sharon Gilbert and
Jennifer Chase, were done by
Frederick Loadwick, associate
professor of music, and Maurine
Thompson of the vocal staff.
Solo selections will begin with
Loadwick’S tenor presentation of
the recitative and air, "Comfort
Ye My People" and "Every Valley Shall Be Exalted."
He vvill be followed by bass
soloist, Dr. Edwin Dunning, associate professor of music; contralto soloist, Miss Chase; and
soprano, Miss Gilbert.
The annual "Messiah" concert
will be recorded by the Location
TIPcording Service of Orinda.

STUDIES COMPOSITION
Choral director Erlendson obtained his M.A. degree at the
University of Michigan, where
he studied composition with
Healey Willan, noted Canadian
choral composer.
He also completed two years
additional study at Harvard University, including work with Dr.
Archibald Davidson, Walter Piston and Dr. Hugo Leichtentritt

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

Composer Handel
Wanted Funds Too
The original version of the
"Messiah" was first presented by
English composer Handel at a
fund raising performance for an
orphan’s hospital in Londan (the
London Foundling Hospital),
1750.
The concert was such an enormous success that Handel gave
repeat performances each year
up to the ime of his death. In
his will, Handel donated a copy
of the score and all the parts
to the "Messiah" to the Foundling Hospital.
Performances of the Handel
masterpiece continued until
1777, after which time they
seemed to have lapsed; for over
a hundred years the score and
parts lay on the shelves of the
hospital’s library undisturbed
and forgotten.
The original score was discovered by the hospital organist
in 1896, but it wasn’t published
in a modem edition until 1939
in Berlin.
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IF SHE’S WORTH
YOUR WHILE,

COAST ;0 COW.Sr

YOUNG ADULTS
ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTESI

SHE’S WORTH
WINING and DINING
at BOHANNON’S

A Complete Line al Nationally Advertised Products
Enragemest Rine
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Dogs
Gams lewdly
LB. linesisit
Ciseb

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shawn
Phonograptris
Hifi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appfissess

NO MONEY DOWN
He sure did. In all of the years that Leo Silva has been in business,
Santo hasn’t brought his sleigh in once to get it ready for that big
holiday trip of his, not even to wafer his reindeer. Don’t you make
the same mistake! There is still time to bring your car in for a tankful of gosnline, a lubrication, and a safety check before your big
holiday trip. Santa has been mighty lucky all of these years that his
sleigh hasn’t broken down during his trip. Will you be that lucky
with your car? Don’t take the chance. Bring your car in today.

YEAit TO PAY

You could probably secure
the beachhead alone, but
with Bohannon’s fine food
and tranquil atmosphere
allied to your cause, site
hasn’t a fightin’ chance.

DR. EDWIN DUNNING
. . . bass
and directs the Opera Workshop.
Dr. Dunning received most of
his education in California and
served for 10 years as director
of music and soloist at the First
Baptist Church in Los Angeles.
He was first coached in opera
by Gennaro Curd, and his later
training was sponsored by Italian
tenor Tito Schipa. After five

SHARON GILBERT
.
. soprano
B.A. and teaching credential in
in 1966.
Jennifer Chase, contralto soloist, is a former student of SJS
music instructor Maurine Thompson. She is presently residing
in Sacramento.
Since coming to San Jose,
Miss Chase has been very prominent in musical affairs both at
SJS and in the community. She
was a soloist with the Santa
Clara Philharmonic’s presentation of Hovhaness’ "Magnificat"

PROF. FREDERICK LOADWICK
... tenor
years of study, he was engaged
by the Connecticut Opera Association.
Dr. Dunning joined the staff
of the San Francisco Conservatory in 1957 and was engaged
as minister of music at Glide
Memorial Methodist Church in
San Francisco. He also was a
director vvith the Oalcland Civic
Opera Co.
Tenor for tonight’s concert,
Frederick Loadwick, SJS associate music professor and voice
instructor, is a graduate of Syracuse University, College of Fine
Arts and Juilliard Graduate
School in New York City. He
studied under a four-year scholarship at each of these schools.
Professor Loadwick was a
member of the Robert Shaw
Chorale from the time it was
founded in 1946 until 1954. He
also appeared in all the major
choral works which were broadcast and recorded by the Shaw
AI\.),11.0r. AM
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JENNIFER CHASE
. . . contralto
and has appeared at the Carmel
Bach Festival.
Miss Chase wa.s active in SJS’
A Cappello. Choir, Choraliers,
Opera Workshop and Mu Phi
Epsilon, SJS honorary music sorority.
JD,
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We’ve a way
with so many
fine Italian Foods.

Including: Pizza, Spaghetti, Lasagne, Home
Made Raviolis, and

Downtown
w. misdate

63 So.

First St.

Sandwiches.

on do...low. kil
19 9 Mos.. 73elors. &
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Also try our Sea Food Specials.

Valley Fair Shopping Center
1,3040Opon

SILVA SERVICE
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CASH VALUE STAMPS GIVEN
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED
78 S. 4th St.

Soloists performing in tonight’s
"Messiar concert include two
SJS associate professors of music, a current SJS music major
and a former SJS student. All
have been participants of previous "Messiah" performances.
Bass soloist Dr. Edwin Dunning joined the SJS faculty in
1958. He presently teaches voice

ABOUT ORCHESTRATION

Women’s Living Centers
’Dress-Up for Holidays

Thank you for
your patronage
in the past year.

Concert Soloists Include
SJS Professors, Pupils

A

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park If For You.

Sunnyvale
WE 9-0391-0pr

Moo. liwri Fri.

9:30 pa.

209 So. Taaffe St.
9

Shiers. &

FREE
PARKING

Sat ..1.7) etttigi

Mass

Pizzeria

(Next to Fox Theatre)

1401 Se. First

292-1266

Fiirsaf7i.Sfiti:amaisy,,slittnim297-113zaszys..6
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It’s Light-Up Time
For Traditional Tree
By CAROL CARD
Spartan Daily Associate Editor
Is it a Christmas tree or isn’t
it a Christmas tree? Only the tree
chopper knows for sure. They just
don’t make special holiday pines
and firs the way they yews to.
One exception is the traditional.
giant -sized tree on display in the
Engineering Building. Such madeto-order Tannenbaums are not
available on the corner lot or even
in the forest unless you know the
ranger.
This year’s towering timber was
donated by Byron Bollinger, assistant superintendent of buildings
and grounds. The 25-foot Douglas
fir cornes from his family property
in Ben Lomond. A crew of students, directed by S. William DeHord, Engineering Division technician, decorated the tree last
weekend.
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TO TELL THE TREF.
Commercial trees usually are
sold to benefit charities, but they
cost by-the-foot and frequently
hide under fake snow and spray
paint. At least they were honestto-goodness trees which is more
than can be said for some of the
flashy aluminum models.
Even the Christmas tree industry worries about the possible exLIGHTS ON TOMORROW
tinction of the evergreen custom.
The fourth annual Christmas Sentimentalists have started a litree lighting ceremony will be held brary to collect all literature and
memorabilia of the age-old use of
fragrant trees to symbolize Christ Ma.%
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Christmas tree lighting is an
old widespread tradition. In almost every country, families
have tree-trimming pa rties
where friends and relatives
work together to transform a
namow, rope-tied spruce or fir
to a spreading, gaily decorated
Christmas tree. Then the time
seems to call for Christmas
carols and refreshments.
It is believed that the first
Christmas tree was a palm tree
brought from Egypt. The 12
parts of the palm signified the
Twelve Apostles.
The use of the pine and cedar
for Christmas trees is generally
believed to be of German origin. There is a legend that on
one Christmas Eve Martin Luther was walking through a pine
forest. He was inspired by the
sight of thousands of stars twinkling through the branches of
the trees. When he arrived
home, he cut down a fir tree
and covered it with small candles so that his children "might
know what the heavens are
hke."
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tomorroa at 4:30 p.m. A.ssociated
Women Student hostesses will
serve hot cider and Pres. Robert
D. Clark will deliver a brief holiday message, according to Norman
O. Gunderson, SJS dean of engineering and chairman of the tree
lighting ceremony.
When the garlands of colored
lights are switched on to signal
the coming of Christmas at SJS
amid a program of traditional
street caroling, remember the true
beauty of a vanishing breed.

11-riN4.41

ASB President’s Greetings
Looking forward to a new year is always a challenge to student gin erns ill
us. N11. should
ment. As one )ear ends and the holiday season (
student go% emrealize that the budget N
severly
inent operates under is bee (((((
strained because of the many programs it
must support.
Obviously, the student- body is looking
for an unconimitted ntillionaire to finance its
lectures, College Union and cultural programs.
SJS students do have a lot to look forward to during the c
g year. The visit
of Buckmitister Fuller as the first a lllll ’al
Distinguished Scholar in Residence is just
one of the many things to expect. In addition, working plans of the College Union
will be released and committees will begin
setting up programs for the Union while
integrating present programs into the new
facility.
(ln behalf of the Associated Students, I would like to extend best wishes
for a pleasant holiday season and a prosperous new year.

. John Hendricks, Associated Student Body President

$11.95
iti black,
itavy, charcoal,
ol ive, meadow,
and burgundy.

Available now! at
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By PAUL 1.1.11
Yes, Virginia, there ale chimes
,in the Sari Jose State campus.
But you’ll have to wait until after
the con.struction Ls completed on
\ [orris Dailey Auditorium and
’rower Hall before you can hear
them again. The chimes have been
turned off since work started on
the Tower a year ago.
According to Byron Bollinger.
SJS assistant superintendent of
buildings and grounds, the chimes
vre actually small metal pins.
When the pins are struck, the vibrations are amplified electrically
and the sound is sent out over four
huge speakers mounted on the corners atop the Tower.
When the chimes are operative,
they strike the Westminster
Chimes: four times on the quarterhour, eight times on the half-hour,
12 times on the three-quarterhour, and 16 times, plus tolling
the hour, on the hour.
GIFT TO SCHOOL
Bollinger stated that the graduating classes of 1936 and 1937
donated money to the school to
have a clock installed in the
’rower. Because no one couki come
up with an acceptable plan, the
fund was used to install the
chimes.
At first the chimes rang 24 hours

MISTLE, TOO
Natural, fresh mistletoe isn’t
having much better luck. Midwest
floral dealers report, "Seasonal
demand has dv.inciled to nearly
zero in the last five years."
The Oklahoma spokesman ought
to knovvmistletoe is their state
flower. Despite its romantic connections, mistletoe is a parasitic
nuisance to the hardwood industry’.
Plastic mistletoe is driving the
real McCoy out of style because
"you can get it cheaper than you
can climb a tree, and the fake,
white berries don’t fall off and
stain the rugs."
Whether mistletoe comes or
goes, the kissing tradition will SUrvive.
It’s doubtful whether the
participants will even notice that
their seasonal excuse Ls made out
of plastic.

a day, but complaints from neighbors of the college community resulted in a shortening of the operation to 7 in the morning until 9
in the evening. The chimes were
so loud at this time they. could be
heard at Spartan Stadium, so the
volume was reduced to accommodate the neighborhood.
KEYBOARD
There is a keyboard in the auditorium balcony containing an octave-and-a-half on which the
chimes can be played. A metal
disk is used to operate the chimes
mechanically most of the time.
After construction on the buildings
housing the chimes Ls completed,
they will have to be rewired, according to Bollinger.
In addition to the chimes, SJS
has a bell standing more than five
feet high and weighing over one
ton. This bell was cast in 188’1
for the San Jose Normal School by
the Eneely & Co. Foundry of West
Troy, N.Y.
Bollinger commented that this
bell was mounted in the building
which was destroyed in the 1906
earthquake. It was later moved
to the south tower of Tower Hall
and ha.s since been removed and
put into storage when demolition
began.

Exchanging Christmas Cards Takes
More Than Mailing Lists, Stamps
By SHARON OSAKI
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
"I told Santa you were a good
kid this year, and do you .know
what he said? . . . flo! Ho! Ho!"
This is the greeting of a contemporary Christmas card. It may
lack the dignity and beauty of
more conventional designs, but it
is one of the many kinds mailable to Christmas card buyers.
The exchanging of cards is one
of the most popular Christmas
traditions as more than 1% billion
cards, an average of 60 per family,
are sent out by Americans each
year.
SAME OLD ROUTINE
For many, card-giving means
nothing more than buying a box
of cards at half-price, addressing
them o a perennial list of people
and rushing them out before the
Dec. 25 deadline.
Bo t if the Yuletide messages
are chosen thoughtfully and sent
with true holiday spirit, it can
be an excellent means of expressing "good will toward men."
The giving of cards is actually
one of our youngest Christmas
traditions dating back about 120
years.

Although their exact origin is
in doubt, some sources assert that
the idea started with the fancy,
handwritten holiday pieces that
school boys away from home used
to concoct to inform parents of
their progress in their studies and
to insure themselves plenty of
Christmas gifts.
F.:nglishman John Calcott Horsiey is credited with designing the
first authentic Christmas card in
1843.
It was a three -paneled card
showing a grapevine twined
around a trellis with side panels
depicting the usual holiday acts
of "feeding the hungry arid clothing the naked."
TEMPERANCE PROTEST
The center panel pictured three
generations of a family celebrating Christmas by drinking wine
together. This caused many protests from temperance adherent,:
in England who declared this card
promoted drunkenness. They especially objected to the fact that a
child was sipping a glass of wine.
About 1000 of these greetings
were produced and sold for a shilling apiece.
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Head Master Skis:
Ask more and give you more

IF SANTA CLAUS HAD A

VOLKSWAGEN
HE, TOO, WOULD HAVE HIS VW SERVICED AT

MICHAEL’S MOTORS
YOUR VW AND PORSCHE SERVICE and REPAIR CENTER
ONLY ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sat.
Phone 295-1455
17 S. 8th St., San Jose

/
::)/L4r)(717)-,..!)
/(
CHRISTMAS
RINGS

Ready to graduate from Head Standards? Go after your Master’s degree. Designed for higher performance, the Master is a
bit more demanding ... a lot more satisfying. too. For most
intermediates, and muscular beginners, its the ski of skis.

HEAD HEADQUARTERS

Students
and
Faculty
* We
iWisb
YOU
1.!

for the
right gift
for him or for
her ... make this
a diamond Christmas
... from Prort,,’s’

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
St

Two block, (iota campus

91 SOUTH FIRST ST

840 Town & Country Village

OPEN WEEKNIGHTS STARTING NOV. 29

) All

a Very
Merry
Christmas

HEAD,

FREEMAN’S SPORTS CENTER
244 S. 2nd

so easy to give . .
so precious to own . . .

100(A lamb’s wool sleeveless, v-neek sweaters

Tower Chimes To Ring
When Construction Ends

301 TOWN 8. COUNTRY Vitt ACE

both stores open Mon., and Fri. Evenings

your
chargc ell count
is invited
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Fraternity Projects

. . . To Be Able To Heip

...

Greeks Sing, Swing
For Needy Persons
By BOB t’OMPTON
Spartan DaIly Staff Writer
Christmas is a time of year
, when persons everywhere have
that certain indescribable feeling
called joy. Joy can be present in a
child’s warm and happy smile on
C’hristmas day or from merry holiday spirits.
However, not all persons have
their hearts filled with joy, for
some aren’t so fortunate.
In a gesture of kindness, the
Greek population at SJS annually
asks themselves, "What do we want
most for Christmas?"
REWARDING FEELING
The inevitable reply year after
year is the same. "All we want for
Christmas is the rewarding feeling one gets from helping those
persons less fortunate than ourselves."
Helping those less fortunate usually takes the form of a Greek
benefit show, a party for underprivileged children, or some other
activity that spells generosity at
Christmas time.
The Greek Show sponsored by
Theta Chl is a prime example o!
this charitable spirit. Many lotiv
hours of work have gone into the
program by the brothers as well
as by other fraternities and sororities, who are entertaining in the
show.
The program is not only a show
for entertainment, for the proceeds
will be given to families in the San
Jose area who have lost members
because of death or injury in the
Viet Nam war.

soap from local merchants for patients of Agnews State Hospital.
The brothers also had their annttal Christmas party for orphan
children with Kappa Alpha Theta.
Refreshments and gifts were presented by the brothels and sorority
members at SAE’s new home, 184
S. llth St.
Sigma Alpha Mu’s project for
the holiday season was Painting
the inside of Goodwill Industry’s
Office Building, 46 Race St., in
San Jose.
Members and Little Sisters of
Acacia fraternity pooled their resources for a Yuletide celebration
for underprivileged children. Santa
Claus presented gifts to the 10
children at the house party, Sunday, Dec. 5.
Christmas comes but once a
As their philanthropic deed
A MERRY CHRISTMAS INDEED
year. It’s a time when everyone
for the Christmas season, the members of the Acacia fraternity
should have "that certain indeand their little Sisters treated 10 elementary-aged children to
scribable feeling of joy." The
holiday goodies and gifts. Coed standing is Karen Lacey, Little
Greeks have shared their joys so
that more persons can have "that - Sister of Acacia. Gary Lefmann, a pledge (seated on floor)
watches a child play with his new Christmas toy.
certain feeling," too

Christmas is the time of year that
proves the world is round so that friendship
can encircle it. Campus life shows the concern we students have for sharing gifts and
generosity.
Fraternities and sororities donate the
proceeds of their annual variety show to
the "forgotten families" in the Viet Nam
war. Other students collect food and toys
to make Christmas merrier for those less
fortunate. International students anticipate
sharing American holiday customs in local
homes.
Spartans will leave the campus Friday
because "There’s no place like home for
the holidays." The spirit of giving will
travel one more round.

Circle K Phrateres To Visit Hospital
Christmas joy will be spread
to bed-ridden hospital patients tomorrow by the Circle K Club,
SJS service orgaization, Phrateres
International Club for coeds.
The project will consist of caroling thmugh the halls of the Santa

Clara County Hospital and visiting
the pediatrics ward, where a party
will be given for approximately 50
children.
Gifts for the children were
wrapped at the home or Pres. and
Mrs. Robert D. Clark last week.
The Home Economics Associa-

tion and the Kaydettes, coed auxiliary of Army ROTC, plan caroling parties dtuing the Christmas
season. The home economics club
also plans to fill Christmas baskets
of canned goods and money for the
the needy.

SCOTT MOORE
Spartan Daily Editor
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SWING FOR TOYS
It is said that "charity begins
at home," and the pile of toys of
all sorts at the Sigma Nu house
proves it. You can be sure that it
isn’t selfish hoarding by the members, but instead a display of kindness that a group of generous
brothers have felt in support of
the Marines’ ."Toys For Tots"
drive. This was Sigrna Nu’s fourth
annual "Swingathon" for toys.
Kappa Sigma also helped underprivileged children. They didn’t
"swing" but supported the "Swingathon" program and collected toys
on their own.
Pi Kappa Alpha got into the
giving spirit and started a food
collection drive. They asked merchants in the San Jose area to
donate food to their drive, which
began Saturday, Dec. 11, and will
conclude this Saturday. The food
will be given to families referred
to St. Patrick’s Grammar School
in San Jose.
Sigma Pi added an international
note to their goodwill project by
starting an educational drive. Textbooks and other school supplies
have been collected to send to
Colombia in South America.
JOINT PROJECT
Sigma Pi decided it could do
even more to help the holiday
spirit and joined Sigma Kappa sorority in Christmas caroling at an
elderly men’s home in San Jose.
Lambda Chi Alpha spent yesterday evening caroling at foster
’homes for children, On Christmas
eve the brothers will continue
their "joy to the world" cause by
taking food and a Christmas tree
to a needy family on San Jose’s
ea.stside.
Delta Sigma Phi and Delta Gamma sorority held a Christmas party
Saturday for blind children at the
Delta Gamma house, 306 E. Reed
Street.
The Delta Sigma Phi and Chi
Omega pledges went to O’Connor
Hospital yesterday to sing Christmas carols to patients.
Sigma Phi Epsilon sPonsored
their annual Christmas party for
underprivileged children with Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at the
AOPi house yesterday. Cartoons,
gifts, refreshments and a visit
from Santa Claus were a part of
the activities in store for brighteyed youngsters.
"Ho ho ho" was the theme of the
Chi Omega-Alpha Tau Omega annual Christmas party for orphans
and underprivileged children held
Sunday.
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And So At This Time,
We Greet You With
A Merry Merry Christmas
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The Greeting Is An Old One
But Friendship Keeps It New
A Very Merry Christmas
And A Ha ppy New Year Too!
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The Nicest Part Of Christmas
Time Is Just Wishing All Of
You The Best Of Everything

of

ALPHA
OMICRON PI

IN 44

0
May Your Christmas Be Rich
In Blessings
And May The New Year
Bring You The Happiness You Seek.
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Good Health, Good Cheer
Good Luck, Good Year

WESOLYCH SWIAT
(Polish)

The Brothers

The Brothers & Free Greeks of
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The Brothers
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BUON NATALE

The Brothers of

The Men of
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The Brothers
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We Just Want To Wish Youl
An Old Fashioned
MERRY CHRISTMAS
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May Your Christmas Sock

The brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon have been collecting hand
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The Ladies of

KAPPA KAPPA
GAMMA
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The Men
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The Ladies
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May Your Heart Be As Big
As The Christmas Spirit

The Ladies of
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May The Spirit Of Christmas
Abide Witltin You
Throughout
The Coming Year
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KAPPA SIGMA
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The Brothers of

DELTA SIGMA PHI

COLECTS SOAP

COAST CHRISTMAS TREES
California
Berkeley (UPI)
produces about 900,000 Christmas
trees a year, according to the
University of California Agricultural Extension Service.
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The Brothers
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Others Enjoy th e Holidays
Local Family ’Adopts’
Student for Holiday

SPARTA* IfikinWNI
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Santa Gets Assistance
From Club Members

P.iT IIEFFERN.N
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
By SANDI ROVSDON
If you happen to be up late
Spartan Dolly Staff Writer
!Christmas EVP and see Santa’s
To be able to spend the holidays with an American family Is what
sleigh des .ending somewhere in the
Tuthagat GosaHu, engineering major from Bombay. India, would like
, vicinity of the Industrial Arts
most for Christmas.
Hui
.
be alarmed
he’s
Gosalia, who arrived in the U.S. last January, says that he is
i Wag Lip toys at his S.IS
especially looking forwsud to this Christmas with much excitement.
Gosalia is just one of 1000 foreign students from SJS, San Jose branch workshop.
Oty College a.nd West Valley College that will be visiting American ’ Every Christmas season the Industrial Arts club members "behomes at Christmas.
come elves" and go to work for
TO GET BROADER OUTLOOK
Santa, making toys for children
"When foreign students visit families during the holiday, it gives who won’t receive any other Christus a chance to learn more about American culture and customs. It will mas presents.
enable students to exchange ideas with Americans so when we go back
This year the I.A. elves are
to our countries, we will have a broader outlook of Americans," Go- making 150 toy take-apart boats
guile said.
and 100 sock dolls, with the help
In India there are two holiday celebrations, Christian Christmas of the pledge class of the Phrateres
and Hindu New Year. Because the majority of Christians are Catholic International Society.
in India, Cosalia is familiar with the Christian custom of Christma.s.
I3ob Roudman, senior elf (and
Christmas is celebrated in India the same as in America. They
have Christmas trees, but also set off fireworks during the celebration. I. A. club president) said the club
Each family in India celebrates the holiday a different way. One of u.sed its own funds to buy the
the ways is to offer flowers and sweets as a token of greetings to wood and other materials for the
toys. Club members will put in
guests.
"close to 200 hours putting the
ROLL OUT WELCOME MAT
boats together and the girl elves
A family who will be welcoming foreign students over the holi- should spend at least 50 hours
days is Dr. and Mrs. J. Paul Wayne, 17121 Pine St., Los Gatos. The on the dolls," Roudman said.
Wayne family has been entertaining foreign students for the last three
Last year the I.A. club made
years.
Mrs. Wayne commented, "We always welcome the stttdents to stay 100 wooden trains for the Salvaas long as they wish over the holidays. So far we have had a girl from tion Army and County Juvenile
Jordan, a doctor from Hong Kong and a Chinese girl from the main- Probation Department to distribute to needy children.
land of China visiting at our home."
This year the toys will go to
ENJOY HAVING GUESTS
the county orphanage and to chilShe added, "Our children atways look forward to having the for- dren whose parents have been imeign students stay with us; when one student leaves, they can’t wait prisoned, according to Roudman.
Club members have been spenduntil another comes to visit."
The program for foreign students visiting homes during the holi- ing Thursday nights in the Indusdays has been sponsored by the International Student Center since trial Arts workshops, sometimes
1960. The center will be open during the holidays to students and has until midnight. sawing 12-foot
planned coffee talks and a Christmas party.
planks into three-Inch wide strips

rT the deck,
hoat,. The
parts are trimmed, sanded and
test -fitted together, Lind then sent
to the paint room. In the paint
shop. they are laid out in long rows
to be sprayed red, white and blue.
Then it’s back to the woodshop
where the three-foot long dowels
are sawed into tiny smokestacks
and painted. Next comes the moment of final assembly, which rnay
take several hours for the entire
lot.
Before being released to the
children, the boats will be "pretested" by James G. Babcock, assistant professor of industrial arts
and adviser of the club. He takes
samples home for a "Babcock Jr.
seal of approval."
The dolls are being made from
white sweat socks (unused) which
are stuffed with cotton. Faces.
arms, and legs grow with a touch
SANTA’S HELPERS The elves
of crayon. Final assembly (stufftrial Arts Club are shown busily
ing) of the dolls tends to be sometoy boats for Santa to give to
what messy; the girls often leave
with as much cotton in their hair.
clothes and books as they put
into the dolls. But it’s all in Dui
and the Christmas spirit.
I.A. club members working on
the boats are Gary Pezzoni, Cosmo
Tahira, George Parker, Ronald
Uyemori, Roudman, Gary Wineroth, Bill George, Steve Lester
and Rich Perry.
Phrateres sorority doll -makers
are Gail Fretwell, Eva Lopp, Mary
Many SJS groups are exhibiting
Jo Griffin, Pat Egan, Kathy
Ernest, Patt Curia, Pat Cone, the holiday spirit in a variety of
Sandra Myers, Ronni Gardner, ways; giving gifts, singing carols,
visiting the sick and underpriviCarol Null and Joyce Barron.

of the Induscompleting 150
needy children

this Christmas. From right to left: Rich Perry,
Steve Lester, Bill George, Gary Wineroth, Bob
Roudman, club president.

Sorority Projects

Coeds Aid Underprivileged
As Christmas Approaches
leged and raising funds for worthwhile causes.
Not least among these groups
are 12 of SJS’ sororities, who are

doing their part to make this
Christmas a little more memorable
for the blind, crippled, poor,
lonely, sick and elderly.
TOYS FOR TOTS

Have A
Swinging Christmas

I

Well, It’s Christmas
So Trie Thought
We’d Wish You A Merry

JOYEUX NOEL
(French)

The Brothers of

The Ladies
of

The Brothers of

SIGMA NU

GAMMA PHI BETA

’

SIGMA PHI
EPSILON

4.1

Alpha Chi Omega co-sponsored
the annual "Toys for Tots Swingathon" with Sigma Nu fraternity
in conjunction with the U.S. Marine Corps. The purpose of the
Swingathon was to collect toys
for underprivileged children for
Christmas.
The pledge class of Alpha Epsilon Phi gave a Christmas party
last Friday for emotionally disturbed children at Rancho Linda
School. The party was given with
profits from the sale of candy
canes.
Alpha Omicron Pi held their
annual Christmas party for underprivileged children last evening.
The party was co-sponsored by
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and
was held at the sorority house.
FEATURES PINATA

May Your Tree
Be Joyous As
A Child

Let There Be Peace In
The Hearts Of Men

LOOK TO
THE STAR

The Ladies
of

The Ladies
of

The Ladies
of

ALPHA PHI

ROYCE

FELICES PASCUAS

It Is Better To Give
7’han To Receive; So
Share Your Yule Log

HOOVER

Wishing Everyone a Merry
Christmas, Happy New
Year, ard Many

The Brothers

"HAPPY HOURS"
The Brothers and Little Sisters
of

SIGMA PI

of

The Brothers
of

THETA XI

SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON
_

Wishing The Entire Student
Body A Merry Christmas
And A Happy Neu, Year
The Brothers
of

OMEGA PSI PHI
,111111111.1.14.11.118
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Wishing You
The Special Joy
That Only Christmas
Brings
The Brothers
of

ALPHA TAU
OMEGA

PEACE ON EARTH
The Ladies
of

ALPHA EPSILON
PHI
111.14.1.1111111.1.111111111.11.111.11l1111,14141111.111111L111.111,111.111

The ladies of Chi Omega also
had a party for underprivileged
children. The party, held Sunday
afternoon, was sponsored with Alpha Tau Omega and featured a
pinata and a visit by Santa Oaus.
Several blind children were the
guests of Delta Gamma and Delta
Sigma Phi at a Christmas party
held Sunday afternoon at the
sorority house. Highlight of the
afternoon was a visit by Santa
Claus.
The ladies of Delta Zeta traveled
to the Bellrose Convalescent Home
Saturday afterno on to bring
Christmas cheer to some of San
Jose’s senior citizens. They sang
carols and presented gifts to the
patients.
The Children’s Shelter was the
scene of a visit by Gamma Phi
Beta and Delta Upsilon. The children were presented stockings with
candy.
COOPERATIVE EFFORT
Kappa Alpha Theta joined with
Sigma Alpha Epsilon in hosting
ehildren from the San Jose Day
Nursery on Sunday afternoon at
the SAE house.
Ten children from Horace Mann
School were the guests of Kappa
Delta at a Christrnas party held
at the sorority house last evening.
Gifts were given and games played.
Kappa Kappa Gamma and Theta
Chi held a party for 20 underprivileged children at the Theta
Chi house. Santa Claus appeared
with toys for the children, lunch
was served and carols were sung.
SINGS CAROLS
The members of Phi Mu hosted
local orphans at a Christmas party
Sunday evening at the sorority
house. Carols were sung and each
child received a present.
The Phi Mu’s also held a card
party the Tursday before Thanksgiving to raise money for supplies
for the medieal ship. S.S. Hope.
Sigma Kappa will visit the California P.E.O. Homr for the Aged
this evening at FA’, They will
present a eh:Imo:as program Eund
hand out personally made gifts.
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’All We Want Is Snow’
By DAVE PROVAN
spartan Daily staff Writer
This is the "priayer" that is being repeated by thousands of enthusiastic skiers all over the country this week.
These ardent skiers are praying
for lots of that cold stuff to make
their Christmas holiday a white,
bright and exciting one.
It wasn’t too many years ago
that snow was thought by most as
something to be endured during
the %sinter months, something to
be shoveled off the front sidewalk,
or something with which to make
sannstalls.

Today snow plays a very big
part in the rustion’s fastest rising
sport. It is essential to the hundreds of manufacturers who every
year flood the sports stores with
millions of dollars of ski equipment.
Skiing represents a multi-million dollar business. not only to
the manufacturers, but to the variOW: resorts -especially those who
perish Mthout snow.
The 1960 Winter Olympics at
Squavv Valley probably did more
for the sport of skiing than any
other event.
Every weekend, from the first

n %ITV
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snowfall to the last of the spring each year are Joining this throng
skiing. thousands of eager skiers of action-lovers who race up and
rush to the various ski resorts to down hill all day long.
exercise their skills on the snowThousands of new pairs of skis,
covered slopes.
hoots, pants, parkas, sweaters,
A ’STRANGE BREED’
rs)les and longjohns are being sold
These skiers are a strange breed. I() new skiers, who seek the "stanHow many persons would take the dard equipment."
energy to get up at 3 a.m., drive
CONsTANT IMPROVEMENT
four hours in had weather, ride ia
chair lift in 15-degree temperaIn addition, millions of doliars
ture, and at the end of the day, are spent annually in research to
head back home with another four develop better stretch fabrics,
hour drive?
stronger skis and poles and more
As strange as it may seem, thou- durable boots.
sands of men, women and children
’rhe first-time skier today gets
much more for his money than he
did five years ago. Metal skis,
stretch pants and buckle boots are
now things of the present, not of
the future.
Safety is important to the modern-day ski fan. The old hear trap
bindings are "out" and the modern
safety toes and cables are "in."
Safety bindings are required at
most ski areas before a skier is
permitted on the slopes.
In.structors and ski patrols are
skilled in their knowledge of first
aid and safety, and are always
willing to help the novice,
VIA SKI MAIL
The sport of skiing has come a
long way since the days of Snowshoe Thompson, who used to carry
the mail from Placeisille to Lake
Tahoe on skis in the winter.
Today’s highways are kept open
all year round by full time snow
removal operators. Modern lifts
and other fseilities assure skiers
the maximum safety with the most
pleasure.
So . . . instead of sitting back
and laughing at those "silly slippery sportsmen." why not join
them? "Help stanmp out summer"
... "Pray for snow!"

Open
Every Night
Until Christmas
132 South First Street

Dresses
Coats
Exciting Sportswear
11:4:7

Ileautiful Free Gilt Wrap
... Anytime
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Ski Outlook Good
Those planning on skiing over
the holidays are in luck. All areas
report good to excellent conditions,
with snow depth ranging from 36
inches to 13 feet.
Mt. Shasta, in the northern part
of the state. reports a snow depth
of 9 feet at the lodge and 13 feet
at the top with all lifts running
daily.
Squaw Valley, site of the 1960
Winter Olympics. Alpine Meadows
and Heavenly Valley, all in the
Lake Tahoe area, report excellent
conditions with snow depths up to
five feet.
Further south, Mammoth Mt

reported excellent conditions.
Fresh snow WFIS expected over the
weekend and ;ill lifts are operating
daily.
Closer to home, Dodge
reports a 36-inch base with
50 inches at the top. Ski
and all lifts are operating

Ridge
up to
school
daily.

Christmas Carols
More than 2.7 billion Christmas cards will be mailed this
season, according to American
Artists Group, which based its
estimate on government figures

GOING DOWNHILL THE HARD WAY This
unfortunate skier lands in the snow after losing

her

balance. Spills come often for beginners.

Legendary Reindeer Exposed;
Really Suffers From Bad Cold
By CORISTINE RICHERT
Spartan Dail, Staff Writer
Red noses are as much a part of
the winter season as Old Saint
Nick, brightly colored bulbs bobbing from an evergreen tree, and
Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer.
Rudolph’s nose may be red, but
it isn’t because he has the sniffles.
But other red noses seen glowing
about the campus are the result
of vigorous blowing, accompanied
by sneezing, coughing and an overall bad feeling.
Christmas is the season of merriment and frolic, but cold victims
become grouchy and gloomy and
instead of joining the carolers in
song thes. usually. prefer to just

sit and cough.
SJS cold sufferers are not ’
alone. More than 20, million people are plagued with colds on any
given wintry days It costs the
United States $5 billion annually
in lost wages, lost production and
medical expenses for colds.
Possibly as many as 100 viruses
pmduce the symptoms which cause
the mid. These viruses seem able
to alter their form from season to
season and even vvithin a few
weeks, explains Dr. Thomss J.
Gray, SJS director of Student
Health Services. Immunity is lost
when another form of virus is
encountered.
The greatest outbreak of colds

ab

Once again the holiday season
is upon us. We at Roberts would like
to take this opportunity to thank the students of
San Jose State for their generous support during the past year.
It is because of this support that we have been able to constantly expand our services in order to more fully serve you.
We are constantly adding to our art supplies section, obtaining more books for your selection, and, in general, striving for
greater convenience and service for you. All of us at
Roberts wish each of you a very Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year. We hope that we may
continue serving you during the coming years.
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IT’S SUPER -SKI Alpine ski instructor Haus Forsfner does a
"tip drop" off a cornice.

occur after vacations, Dr. Gray
pointed out. He said when students return to SJS after Christmas sacation, they will bring with
them a variety of organisms foreign to this area. Students will lose
immunity when exposed to these
new strains of viruses.
Current cold vaccines are of
little value since so many viru.ses
cause colds ;and effective vaccines
have been developed for so few
of the viruses pmducing cold
symptoms.
STAYING I’P I.ATE
Anti -cold vaccines fail because
the so-called controlled infection
often results in as severe an infectisn as anything the patient
might pick up himself.
Students nften lose resistance
because they stay up late to study
or stay up late to play. Exhaustion
and susceptibility to virus invasion
are directly related.
"The best measure the student
can use is his own csimmon sense,"
said Dr. Grass Ile should get balanced exercise, rest. fond and
ihould use his common sense about
exposure to the climate.
PROBABLE CAUSES
Cold weather probably has little
to do with causing a cold, however,
sudden changes in temperature has
more bearing. Dampness, chill and
humidity can trigger a cold.
Dr. Gray said the Health Center
used to advocate thinking lots of
fluids. "However, students didn’t
use m(xleration or common sense
and drank too match liquid, thereby
developing anothe r, sometimes
more serious problem. We don’t
advocate this any longer."
If you have a cold should you
stay in bed? Most people with
colds stay in bed on the average
of two and a half days a year.
However, Dr. Gray believes, in
most cases, it might be just as well
to go to school or work and forget
about the eold
Merry Christnia.s to ah-ah-ehoo!

I I app., I Itol iday s
V hen you return. start y onr new year at S,IS %id’ a
dinner at Angelo’s Steak liouse Angelo’s has been
serving college students &lie’
dinners at college
prices for 11 years.
SPECIAL STEAK DINNER
Free parking at Al’s & Earr.

S1.35
38 S. 3rrl St.

ktfelo,:s cteak
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. A New Winter Wardrobe
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Winter Fashion Scene
Spells Wild Excitement
. and
,.i;
JOANNE ()%%f.Ns
Thunderballing onto the SJS
..iimpus, holiday fashion scene for
1965 promises to be more exciting
than James Bond films.
During rainy days coeds protect
coifs under flower-printed umbrellas, while feet stay dry in
fur-topped boots. Completing the
cover-up job is the new plastic.
patten leather look of raincoats
in the wildest colors- -red sprinkled
with black polka dots.
Gals zip easily through those
just - before - vacation - midterms.
comfortably suited in knits, boldly
striped in blues, oranges, purples,
or conservatively doll in lacy
knits.
VIVA LA PANCII0
Ponchos climb the ladder from
beats to high fashion. Fitted wool
By

coa t s gua rd ago ins t Sii t
winds. C’apes skyrocket to
over suits and formals.

cess

Snow bunny. or pro, ski fans
slalom the slopes during vacation
gime, protected against the elements in bright parkas, plain or
printed. Ski pants remain rolortul.
too. Seal skin and caribou fur
cover ski boots. Large furry hats
dominate the outfits.
Popular apres-ski sweaters follow the bright. b4)Id ireful in
stripes or colorful yam flowers.
According to one saleswoman,
fur-like jackets called "go-go" will
be big sellers this season.
PARTY TIME
Party time calls! Coeds respond
in a holiday spirit of feminine
dresses and long hostess skirts
with mix ’n match velvet tops.
Spangles. borrowed from Christmas tree ornaments, add gala to
long evenin g, dresse.s, sparkle
sweaters and knit tops, and shimmer on evening coats.
Simplicity is the keynote fo holiday dresses. Pink paisley chiffons,
green crepe. white brocade. lowwaisted and empire-line styles top
Santa’s list as most -wanted gifts,
hefore and atter Christmas.
MEN’S WEAR
Christmas wouldn’t be Christmas
without the men’s key sweaters
for winter wear. A heavyweight
sweater-shirt called the "sundowner" is the latest addition to the
men’s fashion plate. The knit tops
are for wear "vvhen the sun goes
f

Also making
scene Otis year
is Die 10,oillar rough -Ian -Heil look
of fur. Most fur coats feature
front zipper, slash pockets, a husky
hood and nylon inner lining.

xl

SLIM SLACKS
Slacks continue to be slim, cuffless and made of the permanent
press fabrics.
A new trend in men’s shoes is
the plain -toed and low cut sides
featured in ballet slipper-like footwear. They are known as "shell
construction leisure shoes," and
the emphasis is on the combination
Zillti romfort

Why
Pendleton
spins its
own virgin wool
All virgin wool yarns
must be absolutely even
in size and strength
to maintain the unvarying
quality of Pendleton
woolens. This uniformity
season after season,
year after year, can only
be assured under
complete Pendleton
supervision. The
softness. the richness,
the sturdy wear
are dependent
upon it.
Pendleton
Shirts

$13.95 to
$14.95

0
0
0
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WINTER FASHION MODELS From top, left to right: Carol
Calkins, senior English major; Jim Conklin, junior art major; J.
Scott McClelland, junior business and industrial management major; Miss Calkins and McClelland; Eileen Hoffar, senior art major.
-
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WE’RE
WISHING

there< only
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YOU ALL
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the BEST

virgon wool
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IN HOLIDAY
CHEER!

A Very Merry I hriNtinos
front you,

University Trust Representative

RAPPORT’S

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
701

Sanfd Clar a
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One block from campus
241 S. 1st Street

292-4014

SRSPARTAN DARN
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But Most of All, for This Christmas, We Want .
Pe-G1Ce
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Hang Your Hat, Soldier
The conglomeration of mankind. together on the edifice of the world,
thinks and does what it considers right.
For centuries, man has strived for one very precious meaning to a simple
word called peace.
Anil failing to find

all

answer, man still conscripts his brain for logical

ways to achieve what seems the impossible.
The Yule season, a time for rebirth of all niankind, is a lonely time for
the seekers of peace.
Out on the dirty, cold and desolate battlefield, men of all races ponder
the whys, the hows and whims.
The vying forces of bullets and flesh have yet to answer man’s plea, and
the Viet Nam’s rage uncontrolled kter0148 the hearts of humanity.
Hang up your hat, oh lonely soldier, and take a deserving rest.
The hallow graves and weeping eyes have plagued our souls too long.
The road

you

joiirney is a lengthy one, and your banner is tattered.

’The road is peace and it seems so long; your banner echoes our goodwill.
... Thomas L. Mead
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